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“An adequate formulation of the interaction between an organism and its environment must always
specify three things (1) the occasion upon which a response occurs, (2) the response itself and (3) the
reinforcing consequences. The interrelations among them are the contingencies of reinforcement.”
Burrhus F. Skinner
1 Introduction
1.1 Associative learning
Ambulatory organisms are faced with the
task of surviving in a rapidly changing environ-
ment. As a consequence, they have acquired the
ability to learn. Most learning situations com-
prise one or more initially neutral stimuli (condi-
tioned stimulus, CS), the animal’s behavior (B)
and a biologically significant stimulus (uncondi-
tioned stimulus, US). Freely moving animals
experience a stream of perceptions that is cru-
cially dependent on the animal’s behavior.
Opening or closing the eyes, directing gaze or
ears, sniffing, biting or locomotion all have
sometimes drastic effects on the animal’s stimu-
lus situation. The archetypal example of such a
learning situation is a frog or toad trying to eat a
bee or wasp. During the search for prey (B1),
movement detectors in the anuran’s eye detect
the hymenopteran’s locomotion (S1). The frog
will perform a taxis or approach towards the prey
(B2). There is no apparent difference in the frog’s
behavior whether the prey is colored brightly
(CS) or dull, if the frog is naive, i.e. has not en-
countered bees before. If the bee continues to
move and fits some other criteria to classify it as
appropriate prey (Sn), the frog will try to catch it
using his extendable, adhesive glossa (B3). The
sting of the bee (US) will lead to immediate re-
jection (B4). One can describe this sequence
more generally as B1 leading to S1 which causes
B2 which in turn is followed by the perception of
the CS. The S1 does not only causes B2, but in
conjunction with other stimuli (S1+Sn) leads to
B3 which makes the bee sting (US) which in turn
leads to B4. In other words, close temporal
proximity can often be regarded as a clue for a
causal relationship. This is a central insight for
the understanding of associative learning. It be-
comes clear that stimuli can be both causes and
consequences of behaviors. Therefore, the ‘three
term contingency’ (Skinner, 1938) between B,
CS and US is best described using feedback
loops. The animal’s brain chooses an action (B)
from its behavioral repertoire which will have
consequences on the animal’s stimulus situation
(CS, US), which will in turn enter the brain via
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tig. 1: Drosophila in a natural learning situation. The ani-
al’s CNS spontaneously generates motor patterns which
anifest themselves in behavior (B). B either alters some of
he stimuli currently exciting the sensory organs of the fly or
eads to the perception of new stimuli. If one of these stimuli
as a direct feedback onto the behavior, i.e. the perception
f the stimulus persistently leads to the production of a
articular behavior, this stimulus can be a reinforcer (US). If
 certain behavior consistently leads to perception of the
einforcer, the animal can learn about this relationship in
rder to avoid aversive or obtain appettitive reinforcers (i.e.
orm a B-US association). Sometimes the US is consistently
ccompanied by an initially neutral stimulus (CS). In these
ases, there is the possibility to learn about the relation
etween the CS and the US (i.e. form a CS-US association)
n order to anticipate the appearance of the US. As CS and
S share a temporal relationship and both are controlled by
he B, in such a situation both B-US, B-CS and CS-US
ssociations can form. Red arrows – neuro-physical or
hysico-neural interactions, brown arrows – physico-
hysical interactions. (Scanning electron micrograph cour-
esy of ‘Eye of Science’)
ensory organs and influence the next choice of
 (Fig. 1). Eventually, the frog will continue to
orage (B1) after some time and the whole se-
uence can start anew. It is common knowledge
hat if the prey exhibits the CS at a subsequent
ncounter, at least B3 will not occur. Often a
ehavior similar to B4 can be observed and
ometimes B2 will also be left out.
.2 Components of associative
learning
Evidently, on occasions like the one de-
cribed above the animal learns that the CS is
ollowed by an aversive US. Such learning about
elations between stimuli is referred to as Pav-
ovian or classical conditioning. Classical condi-
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tioning is often described as the transfer of the
response-eliciting property of a biologically sig-
nificant stimulus (US) to a new stimulus (CS)
without that property (Pavlov, 1927; Hawkins et
al., 1983; Kandel et al., 1983; Carew and Sahley,
1986; Hammer, 1993). This transfer is thought to
occur only if the CS can serve as a predictor for
the US (Rescorla and Wagner, 1972; Pearce,
1987; Sutton and Barto, 1990; Pearce, 1994).
Thus, classical conditioning can be understood as
learning about the temporal (or causal; Denniston
et al., 1996) relationships between external stim-
uli to allow for appropriate preparatory behavior
before biologically significant events
(”signalization”; Pavlov, 1927). Much progress
has been made in elucidating the neuronal and
molecular events that take place during acquisi-
tion and consolidation of the memory trace in
classical conditioning (Kandel et al., 1983; Tully
et al., 1990; Tully, 1991; Tully et al., 1994;
Glanzman, 1995; Menzel and Müller, 1996; Fan-
selow, 1998; Kim et al., 1998).
On the other hand, the animal has learned
that its behavior B3 caused (was followed by) the
US and therefore suppresses it in subsequent
encounters. Such learning about the conse-
quences of one’s own behavior is called instru-
mental or operant conditioning. In contrast to
classical conditioning, the processes underlying
operant conditioning may be diverse and are still
poorly understood. Technically speaking, the
feedback loop between the animal’s behavior and
the reinforcer (US) is closed. Obviously, a be-
havior is produced either in response to a stimu-
lus or to obtain a certain stimulus situation (goal)
or both. Thus, operant conditioning is character-
ized mainly by B-US but also by B-CS associa-
tions (see for a general model: Wolf and Heisen-
berg, 1991). Analysis of operant conditioning on
a neuronal and molecular level is in progress
(Horridge, 1962; Hoyle, 1979; Nargeot et al.,
1997; Wolpaw, 1997; Spencer et al., 1999; Nar-
geot et al., 1999a; b) but still far from a stage
comparable to that in classical conditioning.
Considering the example above, it becomes
clear that more often than not operant and classi-
cal conditioning can not be separated as clearly
as they are separated in the literature. As the
appropriate timing is the key criterion for both
types of learning to occur, both operant and clas-
sical conditioning can be conceptualized as de-
tection, evaluation and storage of temporal rela-
tionships. One recurrent concern in learning and
memory research, therefore, has been the ques-
tion whether for operant and classical condi-
tioning a common formalism can be derived or
whether they constitute two basically different
processes (Gormezano and Tait, 1976). Both
one- (Guthrie, 1952; Hebb, 1956; Sheffield,
1965) and two-process theories (Skinner, 1935;
Skinner, 1937; Konorski and Miller, 1937a, b;
Rescorla and Solomon, 1967; Trapold and
Overmier, 1972) have been proposed from early
on, and still today the issue remains unsolved,
despite further insights and approaches (Trapold
and Winokur, 1967; Trapold et al., 1968; Hellige
and Grant, 1974; Gormezano and Tait, 1976;
Donahoe et al., 1993; Hoffmann, 1993; Balleine,
1994; Rescorla, 1994; Donahoe, 1997; Donahoe
et al., 1997).
As exemplified above, often it is impossible
to discern the associations the animal has pro-
duced when it shows the conditioned behavior.
In a recent study, Rescorla (1994) notes: ”...one
is unlikely to achieve a stimulus that bears a
purely Pavlovian or purely instrumental relation
to an outcome”. With Drosophila at the torque
meter (Heisenberg and Wolf, 1984; Heisenberg
and Wolf, 1988), this disentanglement of Skin-
ner’s now classic three term contingency has
been achieved. Classical and operant learning
can be separated with the necessary experimental
rigor and directly compared in very similar
stimulus situations to show how they are related.
1.2.1 Drosophila at the torque meter
In visual learning of Drosophila at the
torque meter (Fig. 2; Wolf and Heisenberg, 1991;
Wolf and Heisenberg, 1997; Wolf et al., 1998;
Liu et al., 1999) the fly's yaw torque is the only
motor output recorded. The fly is surrounded by
a cylindrical arena that may be used for stimulus
presentation. Most simply, yaw torque can be
made directly contingent on reinforcement (infra-
red light delivering instantaneous heat) with none
of the external stimuli bearing any relation to the
reinforcer (yaw torque learning; Wolf and Heis-
enberg, 1991; Fig. 3I). The fly learns to switch
the reinforcer on and off by producing yaw
torque of a certain range without the aid of addi-
tional stimuli. Adding a CS (color or patterns) to
this set-up brings about a new operant paradigm
at the torque meter to be called switch (sw)-mode
(Fig. 3II). The color of the arena illumination (or
the orientation of patterns on the arena) is ex-
changed whenever the yaw torque of the fly
changes from the punished to the unpunished
range and vice versa.
More sophisticatedly, the angular speed of
the arena can be made negatively proportional to
the fly’s yaw torque, enabling it to stabilize the
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arena, i.e. to fly straight (closed loop; Wolf and
Heisenberg, 1991; for detailed explanation see
MATERIALS AND METHODS). In this flight simu-
lator (fs)-mode (Fig. 3III), the fly can learn to
avoid flight directions denoted by different pat-
terns (operant pattern learning) or by different
arena coloration (operant color learning; Wolf
and Heisenberg, 1997). In the latter case, a uni-
formly patterned arena is used to allow for turn
integration to occur. Using both colors and pat-
terns as visual cues in fs-mode results in operant
compound conditioning.
Finally, the fly’s behavior may have no rela-
tion whatsoever with the appearance of the heat,
but the reinforcer is contingent upon the presen-
tation of a CS. Wolf et al. (1998) have first de-
scribed classical pattern learning at the flight
simulator (Fig. 3IV). The setup is identical to the
operant pattern learning paradigm, except for the
training phase where the fly cannot interfere with
pattern presentation (open loop). Again, this
setup can also be used with identical patterns and
different arena illumination (classical color
learning). In all instances learning success
(memory) is assessed by recording the fly's be-
havior once the training is over.
Thus, all components of the three term con-
tingency are available: the behavior B (yaw
torque), the reinforcer or US (heat) and a set of
conditioned stimuli or CSs (colors or patterns).
The flexible setup enables the establishment of
virtually all possible combinations between the
three components for later fine dissection of the
associations the fly has formed during the train-
ing phase.
Fig. 2: Flight simulator set-up. The fly is flying stationarily in a cylindrical arena homogeneously illuminated from behind.
The fly’s tendency to perform left or right turns (yaw torque) is measured continuously and fed into the computer. The com-
puter controls pattern position (via the motor control unit K), shutter closure and color of illumination according to the con-
ditioning rules.
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1.2.2 Initial framework and
assumptions
The components of the three term contin-
gency B, CS and US can be arranged in at least
the four different ways depicted in Fig. 3. The
four situations can be grouped into single-
association or monodimensional tasks (Fig. 3 I +
IV) and composite or multidimensional tasks
(Fig. 3 II + III). The monodimensional tasks re-
quire only simple CS-US or B-US associations in
order for the animal to show the conditioned
behavior. The multidimensional tasks are more
complex and offer the possibility of forming a
number of different associations, each of which
may be sufficient to show the appropriate learn-
ing. Usually it is not clear, which of the associa-
tions are formed. Composite learning situations
are always operant tasks as the feedback loop
between the stimuli and the behavior is closed.
They are of two types: (1) Situations in which
the CS is only paralleling the appearance of the
US, i.e. the change in a behavioral program pri-
marily determines reinforcer presentation (B-
US). In the sw-mode the CS parallels the appear-
ance of the US during a ’pure’ operant condi-
tioning process and the CS-US association forms
in parallel to the concomitant motor program
modulation. The fly learns to avoid the heat by
restricting its yaw torque range and at the same
time the heat can induce the pattern or color
preference (CS-US association). One can thus
refer to situations like this as ‘parallel’-operant
conditioning. Parallel-operant conditioning in
essence is the additive combination of classical
and pure-operant conditioning. (2) Situations in
which the behavior controls the CS onto which
the US is made contingent; i.e. there is no a pri-
ori contingency between a motor program and
the reinforcer as in (1). Direct B-US associations
can not occur, but the behavioral control of the
CS may induce (maybe US mediated) B-CS as-
sociations. This type of situations may be called
‘operant stimulus conditioning’. All types of
learning have in common that either a behavior
(Fig. 3 I) or a stimulus (Fig. 3IV) or both (Fig. 3
II, III) can in principle be used as predictors of
reinforcement. From this formal point of view,
behaviors and predictors can be treated as
equivalent entities as long as the experimental
design ensures equal predictive value. In other
words, provided that both behaviors and stimuli
in a composite conditioning experiment can be
used equally well to predict reinforcement, both
Fig. 3: Block diagram of the experiments used in this study. Solid arrows – feedforward relations; dotted arrows – feedback
relations. Note that only the logical relationship between the components of the learning situation is depicted. Neither the
way the experiment works, nor the possible associations nor any physical relationships are addressed.
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B-US and CS-US associations should be formed.
Similarly, if the formal description holds, the
single-association tasks (Fig. 3 I + IV) should not
differ, i.e. they should require similar amount of
training.
1.2.3 Analyzing the components in
Drosophila learning
Since operant pattern learning at the torque
meter was first reported (Wolf and Heisenberg,
1991), the method has been used to investigate
pattern recognition (Dill et al., 1993; Dill and
Heisenberg, 1995; Dill et al., 1995; Ernst and
Heisenberg, 1999) and structure function rela-
tionships in the brain (Weidtmann, 1993; Wolf et
al., 1998; Liu et al., 1999). Dill et al. (1995) have
started a behavioral analysis of the learn-
ing/memory process and others (Eyding, 1993;
Guo et al., 1996; Guo and Götz, 1997; Wolf and
Heisenberg, 1997; Xia et al., 1997a, b; Wang et
al., 1998; Xia et al., 1999) have continued. Yet, a
formal description of how the operant behavior is
involved in the learning task is still in demand.
In contrast to operant pattern learning, the
formal description for classical pattern learning
seems rather straightforward: In order to show
the appropriate avoidance in a subsequent
closed-loop test without heat the fly has to trans-
fer during training the avoidance-eliciting prop-
erties of the heat (US+) to the punished pattern
orientation (CS+), and/or the 'safety'-signaling
property of the ambient temperature (US-) to the
alternative pattern orientation (CS-). As the fly
receives no confirmation which behavior would
save it from the heat, it is not able to associate a
particularly successful behavior with the rein-
forcement schedule. In other words, it is assumed
that classical conditioning is solely based on an
association between CS and US and not on any
kind of motor learning or learning of a behav-
ioral strategy.
As both operant and classical pattern train-
ing lead to an associatively conditioned differen-
tial pattern preference, it is clear that also during
operant training a CS-US association must form.
Knowing that this association can be formed
independently of behavioral modifications, one is
inclined to interpret the operant procedure as
classical conditioning taking place during an
operant behavior (pseudo-operant). However,
Wolf and Heisenberg (1991) have shown that
operant pattern learning at the flight simulator is
not entirely reducible to classical conditioning.
In a yoked control in which the precise sequence
of pattern movements and heating episodes pro-
duced by one fly during operant (closed loop)
training was presented to a second fly as classical
(open loop) training, no learning was observed.
Two interesting questions arise from these
findings: (1) Why does this form of training not
show a learning effect despite the fact that flies
in principle are able to learn the patterns classi-
cally (Wolf et al., 1998)? Why do Wolf et al.,
(1998) find classical pattern learning but Wolf
and Heisenberg (1991) do not? A more extensive
yoked control is performed to find an answer to
this question. (2) Why does the same stimulus
sequence lead to an associative aftereffect if the
sequence is generated by the fly itself (operant
training), but not if it is generated by a different
fly (classical replay training, yoked control)?
What makes the operant training more effective?
Two possible answers have been addressed. For
one, the operant and the classical component
might form an additive process. In other words,
during operant conditioning the fly might learn a
strategy such as: ”Stop turning when you come
out of the heat” in addition to the pattern-heat
association. The operantly improved avoidance
behavior would then amplify the effect of the
CS-US association upon recall in the memory
test. This question was tackled by Brembs (1996)
and is thoroughly discussed and rejected there.
As the alternative, the coincidence of the sensory
events with the fly's own behavioral activity (op-
erant behavior) may facilitate acquisition of the
CS-US association. In this case, there would be
no operant component stored in the memory
trace (only operant behavior during acquisition)
and thus the classical CS-US association would
be qualitatively the same as in classical condi-
tioning. A transfer of this CS-US association
learned in one behavior to a new behavior would
be compatible with such an hypothesis.
The approach just described compares a
simple classical with a composite operant condi-
tioning procedure in which both classical and
operant components may occur, in order to find
out more about the contribution of the operant
(B-US, B-CS) component to pattern learning in
Drosophila. In a second set of experiments a
single association operant task (yaw torque
learning, only B-US associations required) to
compare with a second composite operant task
(sw-mode) with both operant and classical com-
ponents, in order to learn more about the classi-
cal (CS-US) contribution. The formal description
of yaw torque learning is rather straightforward:
once the fly has successfully compared the tem-
poral structure of the heat with its motor output,
it has to transfer the avoidance eliciting proper-
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ties of the heat to the punished range of its yaw
torque generating motor programs (i.e. it has to
form a B-US association). In the subsequent test
phase, these motor programs have to be sup-
pressed (avoided) in favor of other programs in
order to show a learning score. With classical
pattern learning and yaw torque learning being
‘pure’ experiments where single associations are
assumed to be formed, both fs-mode and sw-
mode conditioning are composite forms of
learning where the formation of two or more
associations are possible. Assessment of the
contribution of both classical and operant com-
ponents to sw-mode learning is brought about by
rearranging or separating behavior and stimulus.
With this array of experiments, it should be pos-
sible to estimate the contribution of behavioral
and sensory predictors to complex, natural
learning situations. The hypothesis to be tested,
derived from the formal considerations above, is
the equivalence of B-US and CS-US associa-
tions: are both operant and classical associations
formed?
Once the relations and interactions of the in-
dividual associations during memory acquisition
within a complex learning task are elucidated,
the next logical step is to analyze the single asso-
ciations more closely. It was mentioned above
that behavior is not produced for its own sake,
but rather to achieve a certain stimulus situation
or goal (‘desired state’; Wolf and Heisenberg,
1991). Moreover, some behaviors occur more
frequently upon perception of a given stimulus
than other behaviors, i.e. certain stimuli have (or
have acquired) the potential to elicit certain be-
haviors. Thus, stimulus processing is of out-
standing importance for the understanding of
learning and memory. Therefore, the acquisition
of stimulus memory is subjected to closer scru-
tiny. Here, the Drosophila flight simulator offers
a unique opportunity for studying the properties
of the CS-US association (i.e. the associations
formed if more than one CS-US association is
allowed). First, there are, to my knowledge, no
studies explicitly dealing with compound stimu-
lus learning in a complex situation. As men-
tioned above, most experiments do comprise
both operant and classical components regardless
of the initial intent to separate them. However
much the operant and classical components may
vary, though, the degree to which the behavior
controls the animal’s stimulus situation in unsur-
passed in the flight simulator. Second, the flight
simulator in its restrictedness offers the experi-
menter exquisite control over the stimuli the
animal perceives and thereby minimizes the
amount of variation between animals. Most con-
founding variables that complicate other learning
experiments are eliminated in the flight simula-
tor. Third, the recent development of operant
compound conditioning in the flight simulator
enables the experimenter to investigate into
complex processes hitherto mainly studied in
vertebrates.
1.3 Properties of associative
stimulus learning
There can be no doubt that stimulus learning
is not only of prevalent importance for the ani-
mal’s survival, but the literature on associative
learning is strongly biased towards this type of
association as well. The vertebrate literature is
dominated by both operant and classical experi-
ments in a number of species dealing with the
properties of the CS-US acquisition process. The
results reveal a surprising generality across the
varying degree of operant and classical influ-
ences as well as across species. This generality
has led to the development of quantitative rules
characterizing associative stimulus learning and
hence the suggestion of common learning
mechanisms across phyla (Pavlov, 1927; Skinner,
1938) and across traditionally distinct paradigms
as classical and operant conditioning (Skinner,
1938; Trapold and Winokur, 1967; Trapold et al.,
1968; Grant et al., 1969; Mellgren and Ost, 1969;
Feldman, 1971; Hellige and Grant, 1974; Feld-
man, 1975; Williams, 1975; McHose and Moore,
1976; Pearce and Hall, 1978; Williams, 1978;
Zanich and Fowler, 1978; Williams and Heyne-
man, 1982; Ross and LoLordo, 1987; Hammerl,
1993; Rescorla, 1994; Williams, 1994; Lattal and
Nakajima, 1998). It would be interesting to know
how far this generality can be stretched.
How can one formally conceptualize the ac-
quisition of memory? Usually, the simple notion
of pairing CS and US is formalized as the
amount or increment of learning (∆V) being pro-
portional to the product of reinforcement (λ) and
the associability (α) of the CS (e.g. Rescorla and
Wagner, 1972; Pearce and Hall, 1980).
αλ≈∆V (1)
More typically, inequality (1) is refined as
∆V being proportional to the difference between
the actual level of reinforcement (λ) and the
amount of learning already acquired (i.e. the
degree to which the US is signaled or predicted
by the CS: V ). Modifying the reinforcement
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term yields an asymptotic learning rule – the so-
called ‘delta rule’:
)( VV −=∆ λα , (2)
This class of learning theories has also been
called “error correcting learning rules” because
increments in learning lead to V  approaching λ
and thereby correct the error between observa-
tion and prediction. Several such rules refining
and extending the simple concept that temporal
pairing of CS and US are necessary and suffi-
cient to form an association between them have
been found in vertebrates (Rescorla and Wagner,
1972; Mackintosh, 1975b; Pearce and Hall,
1980; Sutton and Barto, 1981; Pearce, 1987;
Sutton and Barto, 1990; Pearce, 1994). The most
commonly observed phenomena providing evi-
dence for such rules are ‘overshadowing'
(Pavlov, 1927), ‘blocking’ (Kamin, 1968), ‘sen-
sory preconditioning’ (Brogden, 1939; Kimmel,
1977) and second-order conditioning (Pavlov,
1927).
Overshadowing may occur in a conditioning
experiment when a compound stimulus, com-
posed of two elements, is paired with the rein-
forcer (CS1+CS2+US). If the elements of the
compound differ in associability, the conditioned
response is stronger for the more associable
stimulus than for the other. Thus one stimulus
‘overshadows’ the other (Pavlov, 1927). Over-
shadowing is a well known phenomenon from
classical (Pavlov, 1927) and operant (Miles,
1969; Miles and Jenkins, 1973) conditioning in
vertebrates and from invertebrates (Couvillon
and Bitterman, 1980; Couvillon and Bitterman,
1989; Couvillon et al., 1996; Pelz, 1997; Smith,
1998). The degree to which different stimuli can
overshadow each other depends largely on their
modalities and is usually correlated with their
physical intensity (Mackintosh, 1976). As will
become clear below, overshadowing may inter-
fere with blocking, sensory preconditioning and
second-order conditioning experiments.
Blocking implies that temporal CS-US pair-
ing does not transfer the response-eliciting prop-
erty of the US to the CS if the CS is presented
together with another CS that already fully pre-
dicts the US. In a classical blocking design, a
first (pretraining) phase consists of training one
stimulus (CS1+US) until the subject shows a
maximal learning response. Subsequently, a new
stimulus (CS2) is added and the compound is
reinforced (CS1+CS2+US). If afterwards CS2 is
tested alone, the subject shows a learning score
below that of a control group that has not re-
ceived any pretraining. Thus, the pretraining has
‘blocked’ learning about CS2 (Kamin, 1968).
Part 2 of this procedure is very similar to an
overshadowing experiment and hence it becomes
clear that ideally the elements of the compound
should not show overshadowing without any
pretraining (but see Schindler and Weiss, 1985;
Weiss and Panilio, 1999 for sophisticated two
compound operant experiments with rats and
pigeons, respectively, that can overcome strong
overshadowing effects and produce blocking).
Often blocking is explained in terms of pre-
dictability or expectation: only if a US is ‘sur-
prising’ (Kamin, 1968; Kamin, 1969), i.e. if it is
not well predicted, can the stimuli having a pre-
dictive value for the US enter into the associa-
tion. In a blocking experiment, the novel CS2 is
compounded with the already well trained CS1
as a redundant predictor. Thus, CS2 accrues less
associative strength than if no pretraining had
occurred (Rescorla and Wagner, 1972; Pearce
and Hall, 1980; Sutton and Barto, 1981; Sutton
and Barto, 1990; Pearce, 1994). Blocking was
initially developed in classical (Pavlovian) con-
ditioning paradigms (e.g. Kamin, 1968; Fan-
selow, 1998; Thompson et al., 1998). It was later
extended also to instrumental (operant) condi-
tioning, using discriminative stimuli (SD; e.g.
Feldman, 1971; Feldman, 1975) and is now
widely generalized to operant conditioning to-
gether with other prominent concepts like ‘un-
blocking’ and ‘overexpectation’ (e.g. McHose
and Moore, 1976; Haddad et al., 1981; Schindler
and Weiss, 1985; Williams, 1994; Lattal and
Nakajima, 1998; Weiss and Panilio, 1999). Op-
erant SDs, however, only indicate during which
time the B-US contingency is true and thus share
a feature with ‘classical’ CSs: they are at most
only partially controlled by the animal. While it
seems that SDs are not entirely reducible to clas-
sical CSs (e.g. Holman and Mackintosh, 1981;
Rescorla, 1994), they still are very different from
the stimuli controlled entirely by the animal as in
the flight simulator. I do not know of any study
using this type of operant conditioning to pro-
duce blocking. It would be interesting to find out
whether the high degree of operant control over
the stimuli as in the flight simulator has any ef-
fect on blocking.
Even though our understanding of the eco-
logical significance (Dukas, 1999) and neural
mechanisms underlying blocking is still in its
infancy (Holland, 1997; Fanselow, 1998;
Thompson et al., 1998), it has become a corner-
stone of modern learning theories (Rescorla and
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Wagner, 1972; Pearce and Hall, 1980; Sutton and
Barto, 1981; Wagner, 1981; Sutton and Barto,
1990; Pearce, 1994). The discovery of blocking
by Kamin (1968), has had a large impact on re-
search in many vertebrates (e.g. Marchant and
Moore, 1973; Bakal et al., 1974; Mackintosh,
1975a; Cheatle and Rudy, 1978; Wagner et al.,
1980; Schachtman et al., 1985; Barnet et al.,
1993; Holland and Gallagher, 1993; Batsell,
1997; Thompson et al., 1998) including humans
(e.g. Jones et al., 1990; Kimmel and Bevill,
1991; Levey and Martin, 1991; Martin and
Levey, 1991; Kimmel and Bevill, 1996). The
literature on invertebrates is more scarce. Re-
ports include honeybees (Smith, 1996; Couvillon
et al., 1997; Smith, 1997; Smith, 1998), Limax
(Sahley et al., 1981) and Hermissenda (Rogers,
1995; Rogers et al., 1996). In all instances, how-
ever, confounding effects have been pointed out
and remain to be solved (Farley et al., 1997;
Gerber and Ullrich, 1999). To my knowledge,
there is no unambiguous evidence in the litera-
ture that invertebrates exhibit blocking.
In second-order conditioning (SOC) a
stimulus (CS1) is paired with a US until it has
acquired a predictive function for the US. In the
second part of the experiment the CS1 is paired
with a CS2 but without reinforcement. Finally,
the CS2 is presented alone to test whether by
having been paired with the CS1 it has become a
predictor of the US as well. One can perceive an
SOC experiment as a blocking experiment where
the reinforcement is omitted in the compound
phase. However, in SOC a positive learning
score indicates a successful experiment, whereas
blocking would be indicated by a negative result
(compared to control groups). Thus, SOC con-
stitutes an important control of the blocking ex-
periment: if blocking is not obtained, it might be
due to SOC masking a potential blocking effect.
As the analogy of a blocking experiment to SOC
is striking, one can wonder how blocking can be
observed at all. A pioneering study by Cheatle
and Rudy (1978) suggests that reinforcement
during compound training disrupts the transfer of
the response eliciting properties from the pre-
trained CS1 to CS2. This is compatible with
newer neurobiological data (Hammer, 1993;
Hammer, 1997; Fanselow, 1998; Kim et al.,
1998) that imply a negative feedback mechanism
to attenuate US effectiveness if reinforcement is
well predicted (Fanselow, 1998; Kim et al.,
1998) and instead lead to a US representation
upon perception of the CS (Hammer, 1993;
Hammer, 1997). SOC has been found in both
vertebrates (Rizley and Rescorla, 1972; Holland
and Rescorla, 1975a; Holland and Rescorla,
1975b; Cheatle and Rudy, 1978; Rescorla, 1979;
Rescorla and Cunningham, 1979; Amiro and
Bitterman, 1980; Rescorla and Gillan, 1980;
Rescorla, 1982; Hall and Suboski, 1995) and
invertebrates (Takeda, 1961; Sekiguchi et al.,
1994; Hawkins et al., 1998; Mosolff et al., 1998).
Sensory Preconditioning (SPC) is formally
very similar to SOC. It again consists of three
parts. In the first, the subject is presented with
two stimuli (conditioned stimuli; CS1+CS2)
without any reinforcement. Then, one of the
stimuli (CS1) is reinforced alone. Provided the
appropriate controls exclude alternative explana-
tions, a significant learning score in the third
phase testing the other stimulus (CS2) alone
demonstrates that the response eliciting proper-
ties of the unconditioned stimulus (US) have
been transferred to a CS with which it has never
been paired. Compared to SOC the sequence of
parts 1 and 2 is inverted. While thus SOC can be
regarded as the temporally reversed analogue of
SPC, there is one important difference between
SPC and SOC: in vertebrates, extinction of the
reinforced CS1 prior to testing of CS2 abolishes
SPC but not SOC (e.g. Rizley and Rescorla,
1972; Cheatle and Rudy, 1978; Rescorla, 1983).
Additional reported features of SPC comprise the
dependence of the intensity of the non-reinforced
but not of the reinforced CS (Tait and Suboski,
1972) and of the number of preconditioning trials
(Prewitt, 1967; Tait et al., 1972), but see (Hall
and Suboski, 1995 for zebrafish). Another espe-
cially noteworthy property of SPC is the less
restrictive timing dependence in the CS1+CS2
compound phase: in rats, simultaneous pairings
show stronger effects than sequential ones
(Rescorla, 1980; Lyn and Capaldi, 1994) and
backward pairing leads to excitatory, rather than
inhibitory associations (Ward-Robinson and
Hall, 1996; Ward-Robinson and Hall, 1998; see
Hall, 1996 for a review). SPC may be perceived
as a case of ‘incidental learning’ where CS1 be-
comes associated with CS2 (see DISCUSSION).
There is one report on incidental learning at the
flight simulator (novelty choice) by Dill and
Heisenberg (1995). Flies can remember patterns
without heat reinforcement and compare them to
other patterns later.
Some of the above mentioned phenomena
have warranted explanations that include cogni-
tion-like concepts of attention or expectation and
prediction. The two types of CSs (visual patterns,
colors) open the possibility to study the effects of
compound CSs and, in particular, to investigate
whether overshadowing, blocking, SOC and SPC
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can be observed in flies. It is interesting to find
out whether these phenomena are implemented in
the fly and hence learning rules developed in
vertebrates also apply to Drosophila visual
learning. Moreover, the recent discovery of con-
text generalization in Drosophila at the flight
simulator Liu et al. (1999) have shown that asso-
ciative stimulus learning is still little understood.
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2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Flies
The animals are kept on standard corn-
meal/molasses medium (recipe see Guo et al.,
1996) at 25°C and 60% humidity with a 16hr
light/8hr dark regime. 24-48h old female flies are
briefly immobilized by cold-anesthesia and glued
(Locktite UV glass glue) with head and thorax to
a triangle-shaped copper hook (diameter
0.05mm) the day before the experiment. The
animals are then kept individually overnight in
small moist chambers containing a few grains of
sucrose.
2.2 Apparatus
The core device of the set-up is the torque
meter. Originally devised by Götz (1964) and
repeatedly improved by Heisenberg and Wolf
(1984), it measures a fly's angular momentum
around its vertical body axis. The fly, glued to
the hook as described above, is attached to the
torque meter via a clamp to accomplish station-
ary flight in the center of a cylindrical panorama
(arena, diameter 58mm), homogeneously illumi-
nated from behind (Fig. 2). Via the motor control
unit K an electric motor can rotate the arena ac-
cording to the experimental procedures described
below. The light source is a 100W, 12V tung-
sten-iodine bulb. For green and blue illumination
of the arena, the light is passed through mono-
chromatic broad band Kodak Wratten gelatin
filters (#47 and #99, respectively). Filters can be
exchanged by a fast magnet within 0.1 sec.
The angular position of an arbitrarily chosen
point of reference on the arena wall delineates a
relative 'flight direction' of 0-360°. Flight direc-
tion (arena position) is recorded continuously via
a circular potentiometer (Novotechnik,
A4102a306) and stored in the computer memory
together with yaw torque (sampling frequency
20Hz) for later analysis. The reinforcer is a light
beam (diameter 4mm at the position of the fly),
generated by a 6V, 15W Zeiss microscope lamp,
filtered by an infrared filter (Schott RG780, 3mm
thick) and focused from above on the fly. In all
experiments the heat is life threatening for the
fly: more than 30s of continuous irradiation are
lethal. Heat at the position of the fly is switched
on and off by a computer-controlled, magneto-
electrical shutter intercepting the beam (Fig. 2).
The maximum temperature at the point of the fly
is measured separately after the experiments by a
blackened thermoelement of about 1mm3 after
10s of continuous irradiation.
2.3 Experimental procedures
Yaw torque learning. The fly’s spontaneous
yaw torque range is divided into a ‘left’ and
‘right‘ domain (approximately corresponding to
either left or right turns; for a justification of this
assumption see: Heisenberg and Wolf, 1993).
Heat is switched on (input voltage 6.0V) when-
ever the fly's yaw torque is in one domain and
switched off when the torque passes into the
other (henceforth: yaw torque sign inversion).
There are no patterns on the arena wall, but the
illumination is spectrally restricted by a Schott
daylight filter (BG18, glass, 3mm) as it was used
by Liu et al. (1999) to allow for context generali-
zation.
Switch (sw)-mode: As in yaw torque learn-
ing, the fly is punished whenever the fly’s yaw
torque passes into the punished range, but during
yaw torque sign inversion not only temperature
but also a visual cue is exchanged. Visual cues
can be either colors (blue/green) or pattern ori-
entations (up-right/inverted T in front). For color
as visual cue, the panorama consists either of 20
evenly spaced stripes (pattern wavelength λ=18°;
transfer experiments) or of no patterns at all
(modified overshadowing) and the illumination
of the arena is changed from green to blue or vice
versa. For pattern orientation as visual cue, four
black, T-shaped patterns of alternating orienta-
tion (i.e. two upright and two inverted) are
evenly spaced on the arena wall (pattern width
ψ=40°, height ϑ=40°, width of bars=14°, as seen
from the position of the fly). One of the pattern
orientations is presented stationarily in front of
the fly, the other at 90° and 270°. Whenever the
range of the fly’s yaw torque passes into the
other half, the arena is turned by 90° to bring the
other pattern orientation in front. For technical
reasons, a hysteresis is programmed into the
switching procedure: while pattern orientation
requires a ±5.9 10-10Nm hysteresis during yaw
torque sign inversion, a ±2.0 10-10Nm hysteresis
is sufficient for color as visual cue if the striped
drum is used. No hysteresis is necessary if the
patterns are omitted altogether.
Flight simulator (fs)-mode: Closing the
feedback loop to make the rotational speed of the
arena proportional to the fly's yaw torque (cou-
pling factor K=-11°/s 10-10Nm, Fig. 2) enables
the fly to stabilize the rotational movements of
the panorama and to control its angular orienta-
tion (flight direction). If pattern orientation is
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used as visual cue, the same black, T-shaped
patterns are used as in sw-mode (see above). For
color as visual cue (Wolf and Heisenberg, 1997)
the arena either consists of 20 evenly spaced
stripes (λ=18°; transfer experiments) or of four
identical vertical stripes (width ψ=14°, height
ϑ=40°; compound experiments). A computer
program divides the 360° of the arena into 4 vir-
tual 90° quadrants. The color of the illumination
of the whole arena is changed whenever one of
the virtual quadrant borders passes the frontal
midline (i.e. flight direction) of the fly. If a com-
pound of colors and patterns is used as visual
cue, the vertical stripes are replaced by the four
T-shaped patterns and color is changed as de-
scribed. Heat reinforcement (input voltage 6.0V)
is made contiguous either with the appearance of
one of the pattern orientations in the frontal
quadrant of the fly’s visual field or with either
green or blue illumination of the arena.
Transfer experiments. Visual discrimination
learning in fs-mode and sw-mode are carried out
not only with patterns (upright and inverted T)
but, in a second series of experiments, also with
colors as visual cues. In each series six groups of
flies were tested:
(1) training and test in fs-mode;
(2) training in fs-mode followed by test in sw-
mode
(3) training in fs-mode followed by familiariza-
tion training and test in sw-mode
(4) training and test in sw-mode
(5) training in sw-mode followed by test in fs-
mode
(6) training in sw-mode followed by familiariza-
tion training and test in fs-mode
Modified overshadowing (for an original
overshadowing experiment see below). Groups
(4) to (6) of the transfer experiments constitute
one part of this experiment, yielding one group
of flies that are trained with a behavior (yaw
torque) and a stimulus (colors) as the elements of
a compound (sw-mode). The 2x4 minutes of
compound (composite) training follow a 4 min-
ute preference test. Then, either color learning is
assessed independently of motor learning in fs-
mode (transfer experiment) or motor learning is
assessed independently of color learning by re-
placing the blue and green color filters with the
Schott daylight filter (BG18, glass, 3mm) known
to allow for context generalization (Liu et al.,
1999) or there is no change at all (control). In an
approach to directly measure the associability of
the behavioral vs. the sensory predictor, for one
group the contingencies between behavior and
color are reversed in the final test (i.e. if ‘right’
turns lead to blue illumination during training,
they will lead to green illumination during the
final test phase and vice versa). To control for
context generalization effects, one group of flies
is subjected to yaw torque learning in which only
the final test is carried out with the Schott BG18
filter, but in the preceding training the fly re-
ceives behavior independent color changes re-
corded from previously trained sw-mode flies
(color replay). The control for this group was a
yaw torque learning experiment as described
above.
Overshadowing. To test whether the flies are
able to separately process colors and patterns
during compound (fs-mode) training, the animals
are trained in the following sequence. Four min-
utes of unreinforced preference test are followed
by 2x4 minutes of training, interrupted by a 2
min test period (Table 1a). After these 14 min-
utes of compound presentation, flies are either
allowed to choose flight directions with the com-
pound as visual cue (control) or with colors or
patterns alone (experimental groups). A fourth
group is presented a new compound in which the
combination between patterns and colors is ex-
changed (e.g. if during training flying with an
upright T in the frontal visual field led to green
illumination of the arena, it now, during the ‘ex-
changed’ test phase, would lead to blue illumi-
nation).
Blocking. The two blocking experiments are
designed as between groups experiments, each
with one blocking and one control group. Both
again consist of two half groups, one of which is
presented with colors alone in the first training
phase (CS1+US) and the other with patterns
alone. The two experiments differ in the amount
of compound training (CS1+CS2+US) and the
choice of control procedures. In the first experi-
ment (Table 1bI), flies receive equal amounts of
first training and compound training. The control
groups are provided with the same amount of
CS1 and US experience as the blocking group.
This is accomplished in two different ways: In
the control group stimulated by colors as CS1
during the first conditioning phase flies are
trained classically by recording the flight orien-
tation traces and heating regime of the corre-
sponding blocking group and playing them back
to the naive flies (replay experiment; Wolf and
Heisenberg, 1991). The other half of the control
flies exposed to patterns as CS1 in white light are
operantly trained. It was observed that pattern
memory from training in white light is lost if
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colors are added to generate compound stimuli
(CS1+CS2). In the corresponding blocking
group, a Schott BG18 3mm thick broad-band
blue-green filter allows for generalization upon
compounding the colors with the patterns (Liu et
al., 1999). In this experiment as well as in the
sensory preconditioning and second-order condi-
tioning experiments, the BG18 filter is used
throughout whenever patterns alone are pre-
sented, with the exception of the control group
mentioned above. In the second experiment (Ta-
ble 1bII), only half the amount of compound
training is applied and the control groups do not
receive any reinforcement before the compound
phase.
Second-order conditioning. Two second-
order conditioning experiments are conducted
differing in the amount of second-order training
(CS1+CS2). The first (Table 1cI) is modeled
closely after the first blocking experiment (Table
1bI), except that the compound phase is short-
ened by 2 minutes. For the second experiment
(Table 1cII) the second-order conditioning phase
was shortened even more to only 2x2 minutes
(matching the second blocking experiment most
closely; see Table 1bII). Only colors are used as
conditioned reinforcer.
Sensory preconditioning. Two groups of
flies are allowed to fly without reinforcement
using a compound of colors and patterns as ori-
entation cues (CS1+CS2) for 10 and 16 minutes,
respectively (Table 1dI-II). The groups are then
further subdivided into two half experiments
each, according to which stimulus (colors or
patterns) is chosen as CS1 and is presented dur-
ing the subsequent single stimulus phase. This
phase consists of 2x4 minutes of training
(CS1+US), with an intermittent 2 minute test
(CS1 alone). The final 2 min test is conducted
with the alternative stimulus (CS2) alone (Table
1dI-II).
2.4 Analysis of Data
2.4.1 Arena position and yaw torque
evaluation
The pattern, color or yaw torque range pref-
erence of individual flies is calculated as the
performance index: PI=(ta-tb)/(ta+tb). During
training, tb indicates the time the fly was exposed
to the reinforcer and ta the time without rein-
forcement. During tests, ta and tb refer to the
times when the fly chose the situation designated
as unpunished or punished, respectively.
2.4.2 Statistics
Tests for normal distribution of performance
indices yield varying results. Therefore, where
possible, non-parametric tests are used, i.e. a
Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA to test the hypothesis
that three or more samples were drawn from the
same population, a Mann-Whitney U-test for
comparing two independent samples and a Wil-
coxon matched pairs test to test single perform-
ance indices against zero. For more complicated
two-way designs, data are sufficiently close to
being normally distributed to justify a repeated
measures ANOVA whenever within and between
group comparisons need to be carried out.
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Table 1:
a, “Overshadowing”
pt1 pt2 tr1 tr2 it tr3 tr4 test
colors and patterns
colors
patternsc o l o r s   a n d   p a t t e r n s
c+p exchanged
b, “blocking”
I
p r e t r a i n i n g  p h a s e c o m p o u n d  p h a s e
pt1 pt2 tr1 tr2 it1 tr3 tr4 it2 it3 tr5 tr6 it3 tr7 tr8 test
colors colors colors colors colors colors colors colors patternsblock
patterns
(BG18)
patterns
(BG18)
patterns
(BG18)
patterns
(BG18)
patterns
(BG18)
patterns
(BG18)
patterns
(BG18)
patterns
(BG18) colors
colors
(replay)
colors
(replay)
colors
(replay)
colors
(replay)
colors
(replay)
colors
(replay)
colors
(replay)
colors
(replay) patternscon-trol patterns
(white)
patterns
(white)
patterns
(white)
patterns
(white)
patterns
(white)
patterns
(white)
patterns
(white)
patterns
(white)
c o l o r s  a n d  p a t -
t e r n s
colors
II
p r e t r a i n i n g  p h a s e compound phase
pt1 pt2 tr1 tr2 it1 tr3 tr4 it2 it3 tr5 tr6 test
colors colors colors colors colors colors colors colors patternsblock
patterns
(BG18)
patterns
(BG18)
patterns
(BG18)
patterns
(BG18)
patterns
(BG18)
patterns
(BG18)
patterns
(BG18)
patterns
(BG18)
colors and patterns
colors
pt1 pt2 pt3 pt4 pt5 pt6 pt7 pt8 pt9 tr1 tr2 test
colors colors colors colors colors colors colors colors patternscon-
trol patterns(BG18)
patterns
(BG18)
patterns
(BG18)
patterns
(BG18)
patterns
(BG18)
patterns
(BG18)
patterns
(BG18)
patterns
(BG18)
colors and patterns
colors
c, “Second-order conditioning”
I
p r e t r a i n i n g  p h a s e c o m p o u n d  p h a s e
pt1 pt2 tr1 tr2 it1 tr3 tr4 it2 so1 so2 so3 so4 so5 test1 test2
colors colors colors colors colors colors colors colors c o l o r s  a n d  p a t t e r n s patterns patterns
II
p r e t r a i n i n g  p h a s e c o m p o u n d
pt1 pt2 tr1 tr2 it1 tr3 tr4 it2 so1 so2 test1 test2
colors colors colors colors colors colors colors colors colors and patterns patterns patterns
d, “Sensory preconditioning”
I
sensory preconditioning single stimulus training
pc1 pc2 pc3 pc4 pc5 tr1 tr2 it1 tr3 tr4 test
colors colors colors colors colors patterns
c o l o r s   a n d   p a t t e r n s patterns patterns patterns patterns patterns colors
II
sensory preconditioning single stimulus training
pc1 pc2 pc3 pc4 pc5 pc6 pc7 pc8 tr1 tr2 it1 tr3 tr4 test
colors colors colors colors colors patterns
c o l o r s   a n d   p a t t e r n s patterns patterns patterns patterns patterns colors
Table 1: Schematized sequence of training and test periods. Each block in the shaded rows represents one two
minute period. pt – pretest; tr – training; it – intermittent test; c – colors; p – patterns; so – second-order training;
pc – preconditioning phase.
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3 Results
3.1 Flies learn classically in the
yoked control
Wolf and Heisenberg (1991) have shown
earlier (see INTRODUCTION) that operant condi-
tioning at the torque meter is more effective than
a classical training procedure consisting of the
same sequence of pattern orientations and
heat/no-heat alternations (replay; yoked control).
On the other hand, classical training with sta-
tionary pattern orientations yields learning scores
comparable to those obtained in operant pattern
learning (Fig, 4; Brembs, 1996; Wolf et al.,
1998). The different effects of the two classical
procedures require an explanation. In the latter
experiments reinforcement is applied in a 3s ’hot’
/ 3s ’cold’ cycle implying that the fly is heated
during 50% of the training period (Brembs,
1996; Wolf et al., 1998). In the operant experi-
ment the amount of heat the fly receives is con-
trolled by the fly. In the experiment of Fig. 4a,
for example, the fly manages to keep out of the
heat for 80 to 90% of the time. If the amount of
heat is taken as a measure of reinforcement the
flies in the replay experiment receive substan-
tially less reinforcement than the flies in the clas-
sical conditioning described above. The failure to
learn under replay conditions may therefore be
merely a matter of too little reinforcement. If this
assumption were correct, prolonging the replay
procedure should overcome this shortcoming.
Fig. 4 shows that this apparently is the case. The
first test after the final replay training shows a
significant learning score (p<0.04, Wilcoxon
matched pairs test). Moreover, single learning
scores cease to differ after three 4min training
blocks (Test 1: p<0.01 ; Test 2: p<0.05 ; Test 3:
p=0.14; Mann-Whitney U-Test). Nevertheless, a
significant difference between master and replay
flies remains if all five learning scores are com-
pared (p<0.02; repeated measures ANOVA). In
other words, it is possible for a classical (i.e.
behavior-independent) component to be involved
during operant conditioning, although without
the operant behavior it is small. The fact that this
classical component was not detected in Wolf
and Heisenberg (1991) is due to the low level of
reinforcement in that study. In the present replay
experiment (Fig. 4) the memory score after the
second 4min training block is not significantly
different from that measured by Wolf and Heis-
enberg (1991). To investigate whether behavioral
strategies are learned during operant training that
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teig. 4: Comparison of mean operant and classical pattern
arning performance indices. a - Operant ‘master’ flies.
=30. b - Classical ‘replay’ flies. N=30. c – Classical pat-
rn learning with rotating patterns (for illustration; from
rembs, 1996). Note that the training indices are not miss-
g but zero due to the training procedure (see text and
rembs, 1996). N=36. Orange bars – training, yellow bars –
st. Error bars (as in all figures) are S.E.M.s.ould facilitate retrieval of this memory trace, an
xtensive comparison of the microbehavior after
perant and classical training, respectively, was
erformed (Brembs, 1996). These experiments
trongly suggest that the operant conditioning
oes not modify the fly’s behavioral strategies or
otor patterns. Thus, there is no evidence that
lassical and operant components merely act
dditively on memory retrieval.
.2 Flies can transfer their visual
memory to a new behavior
To gather positive evidence for the behavior-
ndependence of the CS-US association occur-
ing during operant conditioning, it was investi-
ated whether flies could be trained in one oper-
nt learning paradigm and would subsequently
isplay the pattern preference in a different one.
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In addition to the standard operant procedure
at the flight simulator (fs-mode) a new operant
paradigm at the torque meter to be called switch
(sw)-mode was used. It is based on yaw torque
learning (Wolf and Heisenberg, 1991) in which
the fly’s spontaneous range of yaw torque is di-
vided into a ’left’ and a ’right’ domain and the fly
is conditioned by heat to restrict its range to one
of the two. In the sw-mode two stationary orien-
tations of the panorama (or two colors of the
illumination) are coupled to the two domains.
For instance, if the fly generates a yaw torque
value that falls into the ’left’ domain heat is on
and the upright T is in frontal position; if the yaw
torque changes to a value in the ’right’ domain
heat goes off and the arena is quickly rotated by
90° shifting the inverted T to the front (for fur-
ther details see MATERIALS AND METHODS). The
original experiment without visual cues is a case
of ‘pure’ motor learning. In the sw-mode addi-
tionally a CS-US association may occur due to
the pairing of the visual cues with heat and no
heat during training. Time course and perform-
ance indices of two representative sw-mode ex-
periments (one with patterns and one with colors
as visual cues) are shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5: Mean performance indices in two representative sw-
mode experiments. a – Patterns as visual cue (one minute
PI’s), N=32. b - Colors as visual cue (2 minute PI’s), N=70.
Orange bars – training, yellow bars – test.
Although the two conditioning procedures
take place at the torque meter in the same visual
surround and both involve operant behavior, they
are entirely different. While in fs-mode the
choice between different pattern orientations and
the two temperatures depends on the ability to fly
straight and, above that, upon a sequence of dis-
crete, well timed orienting maneuvers, in sw-
mode it is the actual value of the fly’s yaw torque
that controls this choice. With these two behav-
ioral paradigms the possibility of training a fly in
one mode and testing pattern preference in the
other was examined. A significant learning score
after a behavioral transfer would corroborate the
hypothesis that the CS-US association formed
during operant conditioning in the fs-mode does
not rely on any motor or rule learning, but in-
stead is a ‘true’ classical (i.e. behavior independ-
ent) association, the acquisition of which is fa-
cilitated by operant behavior.
The two forms of visual discrimination
learning are tested not only with patterns (upright
and inverted T) but, in a second series of experi-
ments, also with colors as described by Wolf and
Heisenberg (1997; and MATERIALS AND
METHODS; Fig. 6). No direct transfer was ob-
served when fs-mode and sw-mode were inter-
changed between training and test, neither with
patterns nor with colors as visual cues (columns
II and V in Fig. 6). Therefore, a short familiari-
zation training was included because flies might
not easily generalize across behavioral contexts
(a similar but sensory effect was recently re-
ported by Liu et al., 1999, who showed that flies
in the fs-mode are unable to generalize between
two monochromatic colors of illumination).
Control experiments verified that the familiari-
zation training alone is too short to sufficiently
condition the fly (data not shown). With this
modification significant transfer was found only
from sw-mode training to fs-mode test for pattern
and for color preferences (Fig. 6, column VI:
p<0.04 pattern; p<0.005 color, Wilcoxon
matched pairs test) but not in the opposite direc-
tion (Fig. 6, column III: p<0.37 pattern; p<0.78
color, Wilcoxon matched pairs test). This asym-
metry is no surprise. The life threatening heat in
sw-mode training enforces a behavioral modifi-
cation that under natural conditions would be
useless in expressing pattern, color or tempera-
ture preferences. After training in fs-mode the
conditioned pattern or color preference does not
have sufficient impact to also induce this strange
restriction of the yaw torque range. It is consid-
ered more important that the memory template
acquired during training in the sw-mode is suffi-
ciently independent of the operant behavior by
which it was mediated, to still be measurable in
an entirely different behavior. Likely, the same
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Sig. 6: Summary diagram presenting the results of all transfer experiments. A – patterns as visual cues. B – colors as visual
ues. Experimental design is schematized by the 9 squares above each performance index. All experiments are divided in
min test or training periods, except in A.IV-VI where 1 minute periods are used. Familiarization training is always 60s.
tatistics were performed as a Wilcoxon matched pairs test against zero: * - p<0.05; ** - p<0.01rocess as in classical conditioning is at work in
he operant sw-mode procedure. They both result
n one or two memory templates with different
atings on an attraction/avoidance scale. The
rientation behavior at the flight simulator has
ccess to these templates. This result holds
cross different sensory cues (CSs: colors and
atterns) and across slightly different training
rocedures (4 minutes of pattern vs. 8 minutes of
olor sw-mode training).
.3 Flies do not learn motor
patterns independently of
color memory
In a three term contingency, there are always
t least two predictors that can be used to predict
einforcement, the CS and the B. In operant pat-
ern learning, yaw torque (B) does not have the
ame relation to the US as the patterns. While
einforcement is always switched on when the
light direction changes from the unpunished to
he punished pattern, the same flight maneuvers
i.e. yaw torque modulations) may lead to both
US onset and offset. Therefore Brembs (1996)
looked for higher-order behavioral strategies as
evidence for B-US or B-CS associations. To find
out whether the operant associations are still not
formed when both B-US and CS-US are equili-
brated for their predictive value and to maybe
shed more light on the asymmetry of the results
from the transfer experiments described above, a
modified overshadowing (for an original over-
shadowing experiment see below and
INTRODUCTION) experiment was performed. In
sw-mode training, every switch from one yaw
torque domain into the other changes both the
color of the arena illumination and reinforce-
ment. Thus both yaw torque domain (B) and
colors (CS) are share the same predictive value
for the US. Isolating the single B-US and CS-US
associations after sw-mode training by either
replacing the switching color filters with con-
tinuous arena coloration or by replacing yaw
torque domain with flight direction (i.e. fs-
mode), respectively, in the subsequent test phase
will reveal the amount of associative strength
accrued to the single predictors. Since one part
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(the test for behavior-independent CS-US asso-
ciation) is also part of the transfer experiments,
th
memory can be retrieved in fs-mode after a 1
minute familiarization training (Fig 7e, g). In
contrast, removing the color filters after sw-mode
training abolishes yaw torque modulation com-
pletely (Fig. 7f, p=0.706, Wilcoxon matched
pairs test) and cannot be restored by a 1 minute
familiarization training (Fig. 7h, p=0.141, Wil-
coxon matched pairs test). This effect is not due
to a visual context generalization decrement, as
the removal of switching colors without relation
to the fly’s behavior does not disrupt perform-
ance (Fig. 7b, p<0.05, Wilcoxon matched pairs
test). As this treatment does not lead to signifi-
cantly different learning scores than regular yaw
torque learning (Fig. 7a; p=0.871, Mann-
Whitney U-test), these data were pooled and
compared to the sw-mode control group (Fig.
7d). Although there is a tendency for sw-mode to
yield higher PI’s than yaw torque learning and
the subjective impression upon observing the
experiments is that sw-mode training is easier to
accomplish than pure yaw torque training, this
effect fails to reach significance (p=0.121, Mann-
Whitney U-test). The reversal of the contingen-
cies between yaw torque domain and color (Fig.
7i) is arranged such that positive learning scores
indicate a dominance of yaw torque over colors
and vice versa. The tendency for yaw torque to
dominate over colors if both are arranged in a
reversed contingency (as compared to the train-
ing), fails to reach statistical reliability (p=0.085,
Wilcoxon matched pairs test).
3.4 Properties of associative
stimulus learning in flies
It has been shown earlier that Drosophila
readily learns to distinguish different visual pat-
terns in an operant learning paradigm (Wolf and
Heisenberg, 1991). Using a similar setup, Wolf
and Heisenberg (1997) later demonstrated that
flies also can use switches between two colors at
certain arena orientations as 'landmarks' and can
be trained to avoid and prefer arena orientations
associated with one or the other color. Not unex-
pectedly, Drosophila also learns colors and pat-
terns if these are presented as compound stimuli
(Fig. 8a, b). Again, the question is which of the
two possible CS-US associations are formed? Is
one association dominant over the other as in the
modified overshadowing experiment described
above, where the two associations were B-US
and CS-US, respectively? This question is tack-
led in exactly the same way as in the experiment
described above: isolation of the single associa-
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rque learning, arena coloration BG18. N=30. b – Yaw
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 Wilcoxon matched pairs test against zero: *** - significant
t p<0.001; ** - significant at p<0.01. Orange bars – train-
g, yellow bars – test.
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tions by removing either one of the stimuli after
compound training (CS1+CS2+US).
3.4.1 No ‘overshadowing’
If the fly during training is presented a com-
pound CS of colors and pattern orientations and
is subsequently tested with the component stim-
uli separately, four different results are theoreti-
cally possible. (1.) The fly might consider both
components inadequate predictors of the US; it
might use (2.) only the colors, (3.) only the pat-
tern orientations, or (4.) colors as well as pattern
orientations. Four groups of flies are arranged
that all received 8 min of compound training
during the first 14 min of the experiment (Fig.
8a). In a subsequent 2 minute test phase, the first
(control) group is scored for the compound (Fig.
8b). The second and third groups are provided
with colors alone (Fig. 8c) and patterns alone
(Fig. 8d), respectively (experimental groups).
The fourth group is presented a new compound
in which the contiguity between colors and pat-
terns is reversed (Fig. 8e). This reversal is ar-
ranged such that positive learning scores would
indicate a dominance of colors over patterns and
a negative score the opposite.
A Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA test over all four
groups reveals a significant difference between
groups (p<0.006), encouraging a more detailed
analysis. The control group (Fig. 8b) shows a
large performance index. The difference between
the control group and the group tested with the
reversed pattern/color contiguity is highly sig-
nificant (Fig. 8e; p<0.003, Mann-Whitney U-
test). Moreover, a Wilcoxon matched pairs test
confirms that the learning scores for the control
group and both experimental groups are signifi-
cantly different from zero (p<0.001 – control,
p<0.005 – colors alone, p<0.001 patterns alone),
whereas the reversed color/pattern contiguity did
not lead to a significant performance index
(p=0.23). The two overshadowing groups do not
differ significantly from each other (p=0.47,
Mann-Whitney U-test), but the group that was
presented colors alone (Fig. 8c) differs signifi-
cantly from the control group (p<0.006, Mann-
Whitney U-test). The difference between patterns
alone and control just fails to reach significance
(p=0.07, Mann-Whitney U-test). One can thus
conclude that presenting the individual stimuli
alone after binary compound training of patterns
and colors in the Drosophila flight simulator
leads to intermediate, but nevertheless significant
learning scores that do not differ from each
other. Consequently, it is in principle possible for
two predictors to accrue the same amount of
associative strength and the results showing
overshadowing when a stimulus is compounded
with a behavior to form a composite predictor
(see above) are not due to a general process al-
ways selecting only one out of the possible pre-
dictors. This result is also essential for obtaining
interpretable results in the experiments below.
Once it is clear that none of the two CSs
‘overshadows’ (Pavlov, 1927) the other, one
might assume that there never is any interaction
between two stimuli at all, i.e. that the compo-
nents of a compound stimulus gain or lose asso-
ciative strength independently with reinforce-
ment or nonreinforcement of the compound
(Hull, 1929; Spence, 1936). To test this assump-
tion, blocking, second-order conditioning (SOC)
and sensory preconditioning (SPC) experiments
were carried out.
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3.4.2 No blocking
Two blocking experiments were performed
that differed in the amount of compound training
and the choice of control procedures (see
MATERIAL AND METHODS). As the outcome is
essentially the same, only one of them is pre-
sented here in detail (Fig. 9). In this experiment,
the final test during the pretraining phase and the
carry-over in the first compound test phase of the
blocking group do not differ between the two
half experiments (pretraining colors and pre-
training patterns) (p=0.08; between groups effect
in a repeated measures ANOVA over both peri-
ods and both half experiments). Therefore, these
two half experiments are presented together (Fig.
9a). The same evaluation yields a significant
within groups effect (p<0.008), indicating the
difference between the last test during pretrain-
ing and the carry-over in the first compound test
phase to be statistically reliable. The corre-
sponding control half experiments (Fig. 9b, c)
were not pooled, because two different proce-
dures were used for the first training phase (see
legend to Fig. 9 and MATERIAL AND METHODS).
In vertebrates several criteria have been
found to be crucial for blocking. One is the
equivalence of the two stimuli - i.e. no or little
overshadowing should occur. This criterion was
shown to be met in the present case (Fig. 8).
Another essential criterion is the high predictive
value of the pretrained stimulus. In operant con-
ditioning it is not possible to verify a predictive
value of 100% of a stimulus as there is no reflex-
like relation of a response with a stimulus.
Rather, the animal exhibits active behavior and
controls its stimulus situation by trial and error
(for a discussion of operant behavior and initiat-
ing activity see Heisenberg, 1983; Heisenberg,
1994). Therefore, pretraining is performed until
an asymptotic level of performance is reached.
Prolonged operant pattern learning determined
this level to be reached after 4x2 minutes of
training (see Fig. 4). This amount of training is
used in the compound phase for the blocking
experiment presented here (Fig. 9a-c).
The relevant difference between the experi-
mental and control groups is the carry-over from
the performance index in the last test period of
the first training to the first test with the com-
pound stimulus. In the experimental group (Fig.
9a) this carry-over should be large (i.e. the gen-
eralization decrement should be small), indicat-
ing that the reinforcer is well predicted by the
compound. In contrast, there should be no sig-
nificant performance index in the control groups
(Fig. 9b, c). A Wilcoxon matched pairs test con-
firms that the control animals were naive to the
compound (p=0.79), whereas the performance
index in the experimental group is highly signifi-
cantly different from zero (p<0.0002). Moreover,
comparing the intermediate test period during the
compound training phase between experimental
and control groups, the experimental group still
shows better avoidance than the control groups
(p<0.045, Mann-Whitney U-test), indicating that
the US was still better predicted in the blocking
than in the control group. Despite the fact that all
requirements for blocking seem to have been
met, the final learning score is indistinguishable
between the experimental and control groups
(p=0.77, Mann-Whitney U-test) giving no indi-
cation of blocking. The same holds true for the
second experiment in which the compound
training phase was reduced to 4 minutes and the
control groups were spared the first training
phase with the single CS (CS1+US) in order to
exclude any possible predictive value of US ex-
perience (data not shown).
Fig. 9: A representative blocking experiment. a – Pooled
half experiments with colors and patterns (with BG18 filter)
during pretraining, respectively. N=53. b – Control group
with patterns (white light) during pretraining. N=27. c –
Control group with colors (replay) during pretraining. N=26.
Orange bars – training, yellow bars – test, shaded areas –
compound stimulus, blank areas – single stimulus.
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3.4.3 Second-order conditioning
SOC is very similar to a blocking experi-
ment. Again, after the training with the single
stimulus (CS1+US) the compound is presented.
However, compound presentation is not accom-
panied by reinforcement (CS1+CS2). In the
training phase, CS1 is supposed to acquire the
response eliciting properties of the US and might
therefore be able to serve as a second-order US
for CS2 during the compound presentation.
However, the presentation of the compound
without heat after the conditioning may lead to
extinction of the learned association attenuating
the CS1-US association. It has been shown above
that in our paradigm operant learning needs con-
siderably less training than classical learning
(Fig. 4). Given the equivalence of the acquisition
and extinction time constant, one might expect
extinction to be very fast in our operant setup as
well. Additionally, extinction might even be fa-
cilitated by the second stimulus (CS2) signaling
non-reinforcement of the compound (CS1+CS2).
Despite these considerations the test for SOC
was carried out.
Only colors were used as CS1 assuming
color might be a better second-order US than
pattern orientation. The experiment was per-
formed twice, with 10 and 4 minutes of second-
order training. Both yield only small second-
order learning effects that are statistically reli-
able only if the PIs of the two experiments are
pooled (p<0.02; Wilcoxon matched pairs test;
p=0.08 for both experiments separately). The
steep extinction curve is the most likely explana-
tion for the small second-order learning effect.
Already in the first 2-min period of the second-
order training phase avoidance of the color pre-
viously combined with heat is down to about
PI=0.2, from PI=0.6 for color alone after the
initial training. Again only pooling the data of
the two experiments (Fig. 10a+b) yields a statis-
tically significant difference to zero (p<0.02,
Wilcoxon matched pairs test). For the second 2-
min period, even pooling the two experiments
fails to produce a statistically reliable perform-
ance index (p=0.15, Wilcoxon matched pairs
test). Taken together, a small SOC effect was
found that is small presumably because the CS-
US association is rapidly extinguished during the
second-order conditioning phase.
3.4.4 Sensory preconditioning
Formally, SPC is the temporally reversed
analogue of SOC. In SPC the exposure to the
compound (CS1+CS2) precedes the training
(CS1+US). Hence, no extinction can occur be-
tween training and test. Flies are exposed to 16
minutes of unreinforced flight at the flight simu-
lator in an arena where flight directions are des-
ignated by compound stimuli consisting of colors
and patterns (CS1+CS2). If immediately after-
wards one of the stimuli is paired with heat
(CS1+US), even the other one (CS2) is regarded
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as a predictor of safe and dangerous flight orien-
tations in the subsequent test (Fig. 11b). No sta-
tistically significant learning score is observed in
the final test with only 10 minutes of precondi-
tioning (Fig. 11a). The difference between the
learning scores after 10 and 16 min is statistically
significant (p<0.01, Mann Whitney U–test). In
each of the two experiments (Figs. 11a, b) the
two half experiments (using colors or patterns as
CS1, respectively) yielded statistically indistin-
guishable results, justifying the pooling of the
corresponding data sets.
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4 Discussion
Composite learning tasks consist of a three
term contingency between the organism’s be-
havior (B), the perceived stimuli (CS) and the
reinforcer (US). In this study, the unique advan-
tages of the Drosophila flight simulator allowed
for a comprehensive investigation into the con-
tributions of the single associations to a compos-
ite learning task. The central question in this
study is: what associations are formed in Droso-
phila at the torque meter? In the replay experi-
ment, the effect of operant behavior (B-US and
B-CS associations) in operant pattern learning (a
composite task) was assessed. In the transfer
experiments, the possible formation of genuinely
classical (i.e. behavior independent CS-US) as-
sociations during composite operant conditioning
was examined. This was accomplished by devel-
oping a new composite learning paradigm, sw-
mode. Using this new paradigm, the impact of
the classical (CS-US) associations on learning
performance in a composite learning situation
was investigated. Finally, the question what as-
sociations are formed if more than one CS-US
association is allowed (i.e. the properties of vis-
ual memory acquisition in Drosophila) was ex-
plored for the first time in an explicitly compos-
ite learning task.
4.1 Contributions of single
associations to Drosophila
visual learning
4.1.1 The operant component: B-CS
and B-US associations
It is conspicuous that operant pattern learn-
ing (B, CS and US) leads to a significant learning
score already after 8 minutes of training, whereas
it takes 16 minutes of classical replay training
(CS-US) for the flies to reach a significant per-
formance (Fig. 4a, b). On the other hand, classi-
cal pattern learning (Fig. 4c; Brembs, 1996; Wolf
et al., 1998) yields learning scores as high as
operant pattern learning already after 8 minutes.
Estimating the amount of reinforcement by mul-
tiplying the temperature of the IR-beam with the
time the flies spent in the heat, it appears that
classical learning roughly parallels energy uptake
during training (Table 2). Most importantly, for
similar learning scores this energy uptake is con-
siderably larger during classical than during fs-
mode operant learning. Compared to the total
amount of heat the distribution and duration of
hot and cold periods as well as the dynamics of
pattern motion seem to be of minor importance
for the learning success. Thus, to reach the same
learning scores for the same pattern recognition
task, composite operant conditioning requires
less reinforcement than classical conditioning.
What makes the operant training more ef-
fective than the classical one? In principle, the
operant behavior may either act during associa-
tion acquisition, support memory recall or exert
its effect in both phases. In the first case, only
pattern memory (i.e. the CS-US association) is
formed, if there are no behavioral (i.e. B-CS or
B-US) associations detectable during retrieval.
This genuinely classical association formation
must then be facilitated by operant behavior as it
takes more training to form during classical
training. In the second case, there are additional
operant (B-US or/and B-CS) associations formed
that act additively on memory recall. A first in-
vestigation (Guo et al., 1996) found experience
in the flight simulator prior to training (i.e. B-CS
associations) to positively affect learning scores
after training. In the present setup, however,
some of these results could not be reproduced
(data not shown), most likely due to the smaller
composit
pure
Table 2: Reinforce ta
have been pooled t
was calculated fro i-
mated using the te -
learning test after tType Time in the heat Est. Energy PI N
operant fs-mode 0.7min 41.1 0.45 30
operant ext. fs-mode 1.5min 85.7 0.47 30e
operant sw-mode 2.0min 118.0 0.42 70
operant torque learning 2.4min 140.5 0.29 30
classical yoked control 0.7min 41.1 0.15 30
classical ext. yoked control 1.5min 85.7 0.25 30
classical rotatíng classical 4.0min 168.0 0.43 36
ment times and estimated energy uptake in operant and classical conditioning at the flight simulator. Da
from both my diploma and my doctoral thesis In the operant training, the time each fly spent in the hea
m the individual avoidance scores. The amount of energy taken up by each fly (in relative units) was est
mperature measured at the point of the fly and multiplying it with the time the fly spent in the heat. PI 
he last training. N - number of flies.
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coupling coefficient (see MATERIALS AND
METHODS) between yaw torque and angular
arena speed used here. Anyway, if there were any
B-CS or B-US associations contributing addi-
tively to the CS-US association to improve pat-
tern learning in fs-mode, a comparative analysis
of the micro-behavior prior to training and both
after operant and classical training should reveal
any such effects. The evidence from Brembs
(1996) provides not the least support for this
alternative. Admittedly, these negative results do
not entirely preclude that such differences still
exist, hidden in the temporal fine structure of
yaw torque modulations. However, as the ad-
vantage of the operant training is large (Fig. 4)
one would expect the behavioral strategy pro-
viding it to show saliently in the torque traces.
4.1.2 The classical component: CS-
US associations
For the other option – facilitation of CS-US as-
sociation acquisition – however, there is positive
evidence from the transfer experiments (Fig. 6).
The finding that the fly establishes pattern and
color preferences while being engaged in one
behavior (sw-mode) and later displays them by a
different behavior (fs-mode) supports the notion
that conditioned preferences are behavioral dis-
positions (central states) rather than modified
motor patterns (for a general discussion of be-
havioral dispositions see Heisenberg, 1994). The
necessity of a familiarization training slightly
weakens this conclusion. In principle, the 60s
familiarization training in the particular situation
after the switch mode could be sufficient to gen-
erate the preferences anew, despite the fact that
without the preceding sw-mode training it is not.
This interpretation is considered unlikely and,
instead, the view is favored that recall of the
memorized ‘classical’ association is dependent
not only on the sensory but also the behavioral
context. In other words, an association might be
easier to recall in the behavioral state in which it
was acquired than in a different behavioral situa-
tion. The asymmetry in the transfer experiments
between fs-mode and sw-mode is one of three
conspicuous asymmetries that receive in-depth
treatment below.
4.1.3 Is the operant equivalent to the
classical component?
Rescorla (1994) suggested that the behavior
of the animal might compete with the sensory
signals in the animal's search for a predictor of
the reinforcer. Unsuccessfully searching for tem-
poral contingencies between motor output and
the reinforcer could reduce the efficiency of the
CS-US association formation in classical condi-
tioning. Conversely, successful behavioral con-
trol of the CS and the reinforcer may increase the
acquisition process. Could this be a symmetrical
effect? Maybe the efficiency of B-US association
formation is also reduced if the animal is
searching unsuccessfully for a temporal contin-
gency between a sensory stimulus and the rein-
forcer? In other words, does a composite operant
experiment such as sw-mode yield better learning
than a ‘purely’ operant one as yaw torque learn-
ing? Although there is a clear and repeated ten-
dency to show lower learning and lower avoid-
ance scores if color changes are not related to the
fly’s behavior (Fig. 7b) than when they are (Fig.
7c, d), large variation in these comparatively
artificial and difficult experiments prohibits this
tendency from being statistically reliable. This is
the second of the conspicuous asymmetries that
deserve special treatment (see below).
Thus, a facilitating effect of adding compo-
nents to form a three term contingency has been
shown only for the fs-mode (Fig. 4). A replay
experiment for the switch mode is still in prog-
ress. Research in this direction has been ham-
pered by the condition of our present fly stocks.
For unknown reasons, the flies in our department
to date show weakened classical learning while
operant conditioning seems unaffected. It is
probable, however, that also in sw-mode training
there is a facilitating effect of operant behavior:
in sw-mode training flies are exposed to the heat
only for half as long as during classical condi-
tioning and take up roughly 70% of the estimated
energy, yet they reach about the same learning
scores (PI=0.4).
In fs-mode the fly can not modify a motor
program (i.e. form a simple B-US association)
according to experience - the motor programs
used for choosing certain orientations are all the
same whether the orientations are associated with
the heat or not. In sw-mode, however, it explic-
itly has to do so in order to solve the learning
task. Moreover, it can learn to modify its yaw
torque even without the aid of external stimuli in
yaw torque learning. Nevertheless, flies learn to
discriminate the visual cues which is demon-
strated by a transfer to fs-mode (Fig. 6). Even
more surprisingly, this learning seems to block
the B-US association that would be formed when
the visual cues were not related to the fly’s be-
havior (Fig. 7b). This is another finding corrobo-
rating the proposition of Wolf and Heisenberg
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(1991) that it is important to distinguish between
operant activity and operant conditioning. While
operant activity controls biologically important
stimuli, operant conditioning is an after-effect of
operant activity that need not always follow op-
erant behavior. The fact that the same operant
behavior (controlling heat with yaw torque) in
one case (Fig. 7b) leads to a lasting modulation
of that behavior, whereas in the other (Fig. 7f) it
does not is exemplary for this distinction. The
effect of stimuli preventing B-US associations to
form is also reminiscent of the ‘overshadow-
ing/blocking of a response-reinforcer associa-
tion’ found in vertebrates (Williams, 1975;
Pearce and Hall, 1978; Williams, 1978; St.
Claire-Smith, 1979; Williams et al., 1990) in-
cluding humans (Hammerl, 1993). Those ex-
periments trained rats in an experimental cham-
ber to press a lever several times (B) to obtain a
reward (US) after a certain delay. Barpressing
(i.e. the B-US association) was found to be re-
duced when each reinforcement was signaled by
a stimulus (CS). In these cases, however, the
decrement in operant performance is not sur-
prising as the stimulus always has better predic-
tive value for the reinforcer than the behavior:
while not every barpress leads to reinforcement,
every stimulus presentation is followed by rein-
forcement. To my knowledge there is no verte-
brate study where behavior and stimulus have
been equilibrated for their predictive value. In
sw-mode training, however, the contingencies
are perfect: every yaw torque sign inversion
leads to a change in arena coloration and in tem-
perature. Thus, this profound difference between
single and multiple association learning tasks
was discovered here for the first time. Why does
yaw torque seem to loose its associative strength
when it can be used equally well as a predictor
for reinforcement as the colors? Possibly the B-
US association is not really absent, but maybe
weaker and/or incorporated into a new associa-
tion. One could imagine a sequential B-CS-US
association or a hierarchical (B-CS)-US associa-
tion. After reversing the contingencies between
yaw torque domain and colors (i.e. inverting the
B-CS relation), the behavior is not modified to
avoid the punished color. Instead no yaw torque
domain (or color) seems particularly preferred. If
at all, a tendency to show the correct yaw torque
modulation and to disregard the colors can be
observed (Fig. 7i). This fact entices to speculate
that the flies may use the instant where the arena
illumination changes color as a ‘landmark’ to
signal yaw torque sign inversion (and hence rein-
forcement), without memorizing any particular
color with the heat [i.e. a (B-CS)-US association
with the color-switch as CS]. This consideration
also sheds more light on the need for a familiari-
zation training when the CS-US component is
tested in fs-mode, as the flies might use the fa-
miliarization training as a signal for which ‘side’
of the color switch is reinforced in the new
situation. Thus it seems that also the B-CS asso-
ciation contributes to the learning process. Guo
et al. (1996) have shown that such processes can
indeed occur at the Drosophila flight simulator
and that they increase the performance indices.
There is evidence that such B-CS learning occurs
also in the absence of overt reinforcement (Guo
et al. 1996; Brembs, 1996). Such reinforcer inde-
pendent motor learning could be understood as a
basic behavioral tuning mechanism that probably
occurs continuously without being much noticed.
As it seems not to be specific to the learning
tasks examined in this study, it will not become a
major focus of this work. In summary, it is con-
spicuous that behaviors and stimuli are appar-
ently not treated as equivalent predictors of rein-
forcement (Fig. 7). This consideration will be
discussed at length with the other two asymme-
tries:
4.2 Three conspicuous
asymmetries
It was mentioned in the INTRODUCTION that
a formal analysis of the three term contingency
suggests a symmetrical relation between the
components of a composite learning task. There-
fore, the three asymmetries in the association
analysis after sw-mode and fs-mode training
deserve special attention. (i) Why can a color or
pattern memory be transferred from sw-mode to
fs-mode but not vice versa (Fig. 6)? (ii) If a fa-
miliarization training can reveal a single CS-US
association out of a seemingly combined asso-
ciation after sw-mode training, why can the same
familiarization training not do the same with the
B-US association (Fig. 7)? (iii) Why is a com-
posite operant procedure more effective than a
simple classical (Fig. 4), but not more effective
than a simple operant task (Fig. 7)?
(i) Obviously, although both sw-mode and
fs-mode take place at the torque meter in the
same arena and involve operant behavior, they
are entirely different. While in fs-mode the
choice of flight direction and between the two
temperatures depends on the ability to fly
straight and, above that, upon a sequence of dis-
crete, well timed orienting maneuvers, in sw-
mode it is the actual value of the fly’s yaw torque
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that controls this choice. Moreover, while in fs-
mode the fly receives instantaneous feedback on
the effect its behavior has on its stimulus situa-
tion in sw-mode it can only get this feedback at
the point where the experimenter decides to in-
vert the sign of the torque trace. Evidently, fs-
mode is less artificial than sw-mode. It is thus
easily appreciated that the CS-US association
formed in classical pattern learning can be ex-
pressed in the fs-mode test without familiariza-
tion training (Brembs, 1996; Wolf et al., 1998).
Judging from the transfer experiments, one
would predict this to be more difficult when the
test after classical conditioning were in sw-mode.
If that were so, it would corroborate the conclu-
sion from the transfer experiments that in princi-
ple operant pattern or color learning facilitates a
behavior independent CS-US association and the
familiarization training is necessary to overcome
contextual effects. One might expect more fa-
miliarization training to bring out this association
also in the fs-mode to sw-mode transfer (Fig. 6
column III).
(ii) Similarly, one might predict that more
familiarization training might bring out the B-US
association upon removal of the color filters after
sw-mode training (Fig. 7i). The difficulty, on the
other hand, to modify yaw torque without rein-
forcement (or without exactly the same three
term contingency as during reinforcement, see
Fig. 6 columns II, III, Fig. 7f, h, i) may also indi-
cate that behaviors and stimuli can not be re-
garded as equivalent (i.e. equally salient) pre-
dictors of reinforcement but that there may be a
preference to rather add stimuli to a predictor
than a behavioral modification. Wolf and Heis-
enberg (1991) have shown operant behavior to
flexibly and very quickly adjust the fly’s stimu-
lus situation according to it’s desired state. Re-
ducing its behavioral options more permanently
in anticipation of reinforcement may be an ani-
mal's last resort. In other words: The experiment
depicted in Fig. 7 can be perceived as an over-
shadowing experiment (Fig. 8), where one of the
elements in the compound is a behavior (yaw
torque modulation) and the other is a stimulus
(colors). In this case, stimulus learning (CS-US)
overshadows behavioral learning (B-US). Over-
shadowing is usually described as the difference
in the associabilities α of the two components in
equation (2) - the delta rule. Such a difference
may be caused by different stimulus intensities.
Alternatively, the animal may be predisposed by
phylogenetic or individual experience to regard
one component as a better predictor of the US
than the other. One is inclined to generalize
asymmetry (ii) as a difference in associability
between behavioral (B) and sensory (CS) pre-
dictors of reinforcement (US) if both are avail-
able.
(iii) It is surprising that a ‘pure’ operant
conditioning task as yaw torque learning should
be just as efficient as a composite task as sw-
mode learning (Fig. 7), while classical pattern
learning is less efficient then operant pattern
learning (Fig. 4). Why should one single asso-
ciation task be less efficient than a composite
task while the other is not? For one, from ob-
serving the animals one would strongly expect
single (i.e. either only CS-US or only B-US)
association tasks generally to be less efficient
than composite experiments. Second, comparing
the amount of heat uptake during training in the
various procedures used in this study (Table 2)
one can see that torque learning requires roughly
the same amount of reinforcement as classical
conditioning, while sw-mode training is slightly
less efficient than fs-mode learning but still leads
to less energy uptake than classical training.
Thus, the relatively small difference between
yaw torque learning and sw-mode learning can
be attributed to the difficulty and artificiality of
the sw-mode learning task.
4.3 A hierarchy of predictors
Apparently, once both stimuli and behaviors
with similar predictive value are available during
training, they are added to a three term predictor
(operant and classical associations). Once one of
the three relations is altered, it takes special
treatment (familiarization training) to reveal the
remaining associations. In contrast to the consid-
erations above (see INTRODUCTION), the individ-
ual associations are not equivalent: The amount
of familiarization training seems to vary with the
component of the three term contingency. Com-
ponents with high associability (i.e. easily
learned) need less familiarization training than
those with low associability. Compiling the data
so far, one can postulate a hierarchy of predic-
tors. Operant behavior occurring during compos-
ite operant conditioning should hardly be condi-
tioned at all (Brembs, 1996, Fig. 7). Classical
stimuli that bear no relation to the behavior of
the animal should be of intermediate associabil-
ity, as is operant behavior alone (Figs. 3, 5, Table
2). The relative associability of behaviors or
stimuli alone most probably depends on the
choice of stimuli/behaviors. Stimuli that are
controlled by operant behavior should accrue
associative strength most easily, whether the
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direct B-US can be formed or not (Figs. 3, 5). It
would be most interesting to test these predic-
tions in other animals including humans.
4.4 Properties of visual memory
acquisition in Drosophila
Having established the paramount signifi-
cance of the CS-US association in composite
operant conditioning, the flight simulator is used
for the first time to methodically examine the
properties of this single association within an
explicitly composite learning situation. Operant
visual learning of Drosophila at the flight simu-
lator (i.e. a composite task including B = choice
of flight direction via yaw torque, CS = colors
and patterns and US = heat) is explored using
compound stimuli as CSs. Thus, there are two
CS-US associations possible and again the ques-
tion arises, which associations are formed and
whether the relation between them is symmetri-
cal. The overshadowing experiment shows that
flies acquire, store and retrieve the two CSs ’col-
ors’ and ’patterns orientations’ separately. They
do not store them only as a compound. Whether
they can distinguish the compound from the sum
of the components (’configural learning’) has not
yet been investigated. In contrast to the similar
experiment depicted in Fig. 7 this experiment did
not reveal any differences in associabilities be-
tween the elements of the compound (Fig. 8c, d)
and no familiarization training was necessary.
Note that in discrimination learning each of the
component CSs consists of a CS+ and a CS- (blue
and green; upright and inverted T). Dwelling
time analysis seems to indicate that for colors
and patterns both the CS+ and the CS- are re-
membered (data not shown). This brings the
number of simultaneously stored memory items
up to four. Further investigating into the associa-
tions formed whenever more than one CS-US
association is enabled, blocking, second-order
conditioning (SOC) and sensory preconditioning
(SPC) experiments are carried out. As these ex-
periments were inspired by the successful devel-
opment of quantitative learning rules in verte-
brates, the results obtained here are compared to
vertebrate conditioning data.
4.4.1 Blocking and second-order
conditioning
As the associabilities of the two stimuli CS1
and CS2 are generally equal in a blocking ex-
periment (see INTRODUCTION), the difference in
associative strength after conditioning has to be
due to the reinforcement term of the delta rule. If
CS1 was trained to predict the reinforcer to
100%, the value for the delta rule equals zero and
reinforcement is no longer effective (λ-V =0).
However, associability need not be a constant
variable, but might change with conditioning
experience as well. In the model proposed by
Pearce and Hall (1980) the associability of a
stimulus is proportional to λ-V , while the rein-
forcement remains constant. In a blocking ex-
periment λ-V =0, therefore, CS2 is not associ-
ated with the US. Both explanations have in
common that the amount of blocking is crucially
dependent on the degree to which the pretrained
stimulus is recognized in the compound as a pre-
dictor of reinforcement. As there is evidence for
both associability changes (Holland, 1997) and
for changes in reinforcement processing
(Schultz, 1995; Kim et al., 1998), one might
suspect that both kinds of explanation are not
mutually exclusive. Indeed, Holland (1997) sug-
gests that processes modifying both associability
and reinforcement are at work. The overshad-
owing experiment ensured that the two stimuli do
not to differ in associability (α) without prior
conditioning (Fig. 8). Nevertheless, blocking
could not be detected.
In the present experiments the key condi-
tions allowing blocking to occur have been met.
Control and experimental groups differed in the
predictive value of the compound (Fig. 9). The
first training phase caused neither overshadow-
ing nor a large SOC (possibly masking a block-
ing effect), as the experiments in Figs. 8 and 10
show. Nevertheless, despite varying compound
training and control procedures (see MATERIALS
AND METHODS) no blocking effect could be de-
tected. While this is one more piece of evidence
that blocking might be absent in invertebrates, let
us first consider potential other explanations why
blocking was not found in this study.
There are two main basic reasons for block-
ing not to show up using the flight simulator
design: (1) Either some components of the setup
or the choice of stimuli principally interfere with
an otherwise detectable blocking effect, and/or
(2) blocking can not be obtained using the ex-
perimental time course used here.
(1) It is argued above that visual learning at
the flight simulator is a case of classical learning
in which the operant behavior facilitates CS-US
acquisition. Although it is considered unlikely it
can not be excluded that the operant aspect or
any other property of the flight simulator para-
digm interferes with blocking (see
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INTRODUCTION). It could be that the high degree
of operant control of the stimuli prevents block-
ing of redundant stimuli. The extreme behavioral
restriction of the tethered animal or the particular
choice of stimuli and feedback conditions could
be prohibitive as well. Bitterman (1996) argues
that blocking can only be shown within and not
between modalities (Couvillon et al., 1997). Col-
ors and patterns might be similar to two modali-
ties. It can not be ruled out, but is also considered
rather unlikely that any existing, small blocking
effect could be masked by the equally small SOC
effect.
(2) More importantly, though, the failure to
obtain blocking could be due to a significant
generalization decrement of the learning upon
introduction of the second CS in the compound
phase (Fig. 9a). The same rapid extinction of the
generalized learning is observed in the SOC ex-
periments (Fig. 10). This quick decay of the
memory effect may continue in the presence of
the US in the blocking experiment, attenuating
the predictive value of the CS1 enough to make
the flies near to naive even in the shorter (not
shown) blocking experiment. In this case the
compound stimulus (CS1+CS2) might be suffi-
ciently ‘surprising’ (i.e. the value for the delta
rule might be sufficiently large) for the new
stimulus (CS2) to acquire associative strength. A
more extensive (maybe spaced) pretraining
(CS1+US) together with other technical meas-
ures should decrease the generalization decre-
ment as well as minimize extinction. While it is
reassuring that the SOC effect in this study is too
small to mask any significant blocking, this fact
may indicate that the associative strength of the
CS1 after the standard training procedure is too
weak to serve as a sufficiently 'safe' predictor in
the compound. On the other hand, the larger
learning score in the intermittent compound test
in the blocking vs. the control group, and the
(albeit small) final learning score in the SOC
experiment are difficult to reconcile with these
arguments. One would at least expect partial
blocking, since the compound is, indeed, better
predicted in the blocking than in the control
groups. As a minimal conclusion, blocking in
Drosophila is a less reliable and robust phe-
nomenon than it appears to be in vertebrates.
Even if there is a number of reasons why
blocking might be implemented in Drosophila
but not detected in this study, the possibility
remains that invertebrates do not exhibit block-
ing. Even though control and blocking groups
differed in the predictive value of the compound
(Fig. 9), this difference might have been insuffi-
cient to reveal blocking not in terms of stimulus
generalization, but on principle grounds. Maybe
in invertebrates the difference ‘naive-
conditioned’ at the beginning of compound
training is not sufficient to induce a difference
between experimental and control groups after
the CS1+CS2+US training. Evidence that this
might be the case comes from a recent study in
freely flying honeybees, which currently is the
only undisputed case where blocking appears to
have been detected (Couvillon et al., 1997).
Couvillon and coworkers (1997) pretrain CS1 as
conditioned inhibitor during a discrimination
training in the control group, whereas it becomes
a conditioned excitor in the blocking group.
Transferred to the flight simulator paradigm, this
would mean that compounding CS2 with CS1
would have to initiate reversal training (e.g.
punishment on the upright T in pretraining and
on the inverted T in the compound phase). In
other words, the difference between blocking and
control groups would be maximized by the con-
trol animals not being naive (i.e. PI=0 as in the
present study) but showing negative learning
scores. This, however, would rather indicate an
enhancement of associative strength to CS2 in
the control groups (i.e. a particularly large value
for the delta rule) than a reduction to CS2 in the
blocking group (i.e. a particularly small value for
the delta rule) and would thus still not show
blocking. The necessary naive control group is
not shown in the Couvillon et al. (1997) study.
If the still scarce data were to interpreted as
a divergence in vertebrate vs. invertebrate learn-
ing mechanisms the question is imminent: What
makes this elementary property of behavioral
plasticity underlying blocking different in verte-
brates and invertebrates? It has been argued be-
fore that blocking might involve attention-like
processes (Mackintosh, 1975b) or some concept
of expectation and prediction (Rescorla and
Wagner, 1972; Sutton and Barto, 1990). In hu-
mans blocking has been implicated with causal
judgement (Miller and Matute, 1996). However
complex the explanatory concept may be, the
proposed neural mechanism (Holland, 1997;
Fanselow, 1998; Thompson et al., 1998) seems
simple enough to be implemented also in the less
complex invertebrate brains. However, vertebrate
brains (especially in the intensively studied
mammals) are considerably larger than those of
invertebrates. Probably their ability to quickly
discern essential from redundant or otherwise
unimportant events is also much better than in
invertebrates. While rats in an experimental
chamber might learn that in this situation the
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delivery of the reinforcer depends solely on one
stimulus and nothing else (especially if trained in
this chamber for weeks), it appears that for an
invertebrate it is more difficult to reach this level
of predictive value. One may even speculate that
vertebrates may reach such a high level of confi-
dence in the predictive value of a stimulus, that
they can afford to ignore redundant stimuli albeit
their relation to the reinforcer. In contrast, in-
vertebrates may rely on redundancy to compen-
sate for a larger error-proneness of their central
nervous system. It would be very important for
our understanding of general brain functioning if
indeed different acquisition mechanisms had
evolved due to different error rates in vertebrates
and invertebrates. Until a satisfying concept of
error-rate and reliability of sensory input is de-
veloped, however, this idea remains speculative.
On the other hand, one needs not assume basi-
cally different acquisition processes at work in
vertebrates and invertebrates. Indeed the added
CS2 is correlated with the reinforcer and it is a
matter of cost/benefit balancing whether it is
taken into the association or not. This considera-
tion and in particular the fact that in real life
there is nothing like a 100% predictor of an event
makes it easy to appreciate that the different
outcome of the blocking experiment in verte-
brates and invertebrates (if the few existing data
can be generalized in this manner) may not nec-
essarily reflect the difference in basic mecha-
nisms of learning but rather a difference in the
variables and thresholds determining whether a
stimulus with a rather small predictive value is
added to the predictor or not. The ambiguity in
the invertebrate blocking literature supports this
view.
4.4.2 Sensory preconditioning
With no blocking and no overshadowing
being observed in the present experiments, the
only interaction of the two components in the
compound stimulus is revealed by the fact that
they form a reciprocal association if presented
together without reinforcer (SOC, SPC). This is
obvious in SOC where the CS1 assumes the role
of the US, but also in SPC the preference and
avoidance of CS2+ and CS2- (respectively) in the
final test reveals that CS1+ and CS2+ as well as
CS1- and CS2- have formed specific associations
during the preconditioning phase. There are some
earlier reports of SPC in invertebrates (Couvillon
and Bitterman, 1982; Suzuki et al., 1994; Kojima
et al., 1998; Müller et al. submitted). SPC can
most readily be perceived as a form of ‘inciden-
tal learning’ where two equally salient stimuli
are associated in a symmetrical manner (as op-
posed to the asymmetric relation between CS or
B and the US in regular associative learning).
There is ample evidence for the symmetry in this
association: Simultaneous pairings show stronger
effects than sequential ones in honeybees (Mül-
ler et al., submitted) as well as in rats (Rescorla,
1980; Lyn and Capaldi, 1994). Also in zebrafish
Hall and Suboski (1995) successfully used si-
multaneous light-odorant pairings. In mammals
even backward pairing leads to excitatory, rather
than inhibitory associations (Hall, 1996; Ward-
Robinson and Hall, 1996; Ward-Robinson and
Hall, 1998). In the flight simulator, the color of
the arena illumination is changed exactly be-
tween two patterns, providing neither a forward
nor a backward relationship between colors and
patterns either. This difference between inciden-
tal learning (for a review see Hall, 1996) and
regular conditioning is no surprise as the asym-
metric dependence on the temporal arrangement
of CS and US in regular conditioning is reflected
by the difference in biological significance be-
tween CS and US (for a review on this timing
dependence see Sutton and Barto, 1990).
Dill and Heisenberg (1995) have reported
one case of incidental learning at the flight
simulator called ‘novelty choice’. Flies without
heat reinforcement remember patterns and com-
pare them to other patterns later. Novelty choice
learning seems to be considerably faster than the
preconditioning effect observed in this study. In
the novelty choice paradigm a one minute expo-
sure already biases the subsequent pattern pref-
erence (Dill and Heisenberg, 1995) while in the
present experiment a ten minute preconditioning
phase is not enough for a significant association
to be formed. Hence, establishing a memory
template for a visual pattern is a fast process
whereas associating different types of sensory
stimuli takes more time. The fly probably links
pattern orientations and colors during precondi-
tioning because the sudden changes in the color
of the illumination are firmly coupled to certain
changes in pattern orientation. To detect such
coincidences the fly has to compare the temporal
structure of the various sensory channels. The
same mechanism has recently been postulated
also for regular associative conditioning because
there too the animal needs to separate the CS
from the context (Liu et al., 1999). In both in-
stances, regular conditioning and sensory pre-
conditioning, transient storage of the incoming
sensory data, as in the case of novelty choice
learning, is probably a prerequisite. This depend-
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ence on the amount of preconditioning is ob-
served in rats as well (Prewitt, 1967; Tait et al.,
1972), but apparently neither in zebrafish (Hall
and Suboski, 1995) nor in honeybees (Müller et
al., submitted). In these reports, however, even
the smallest amount of preconditioning used led
to SPC. It might be that using even smaller
amounts of preconditioning would also uncover a
gradual increase of SPC with the amount of pre-
conditioning in these animals. Alternatively,
decreasing the associability of the stimuli until
SPC is lost and subsequently increasing the
amount of preconditioning in these altered con-
ditions might reveal the dependence in question.
In summary, one can propose that incoming
sensory data are briefly stored to allow for a
search of temporal and spatial coincidences.
Memory templates with similar temporal struc-
ture are bound together and kept in storage for an
additional period of time.
4.5 What is learned in a
composite learning situation?
Natural learning situations most often com-
prise a wealth of stimuli that are at least partly
under the control of operant behavior. The num-
ber of possible associations that can be made
during reinforcement is proportional to the num-
ber of stimuli. However, the number of useful
predictors is always less than the total number of
stimuli present at the occasion. The difficult task
lies in finding the behaviors and the stimuli that
will lead to proper anticipation of the reinforcing
events. In the frog-bee example from the
INTRODUCTION it would be most fatal for the
frog if it stopped flinging his tongue at all insects
after the encounter with the bee. Likewise, it
would not be very adaptive if it would cease
using its glossa altogether and try to catch the
bee with its mouth the next time. Apparently, it is
entirely sufficient to memorize the coloration of
the prey as being punishing (negative reinforce-
ment) to keep the frog from trying to catch it –
the CS has acquired the avoidance eliciting prop-
erties of the sting (US). Although an operant (B-
US) association might have formed, it is not nec-
essary. In most cases operant behavior will be
flexible and fast enough to ensure proper pre-
paratory behavior without or with only little aid
of motor learning. Indeed, the results presented
here suggest that the B-US associations are at
least weaker than the CS-US associations in three
term contingencies and may (if present) be better
characterized as sequential B-CS-US or hierar-
chical (B-CS)-US associations (Fig. 7). Moreo-
ver, this study has substanciated the prevalence
of stimulus learning by showing that it comes to
dominate any other association in a complex
learning task even though there are equally valid
behavioral predictors present (Fig. 7). In con-
trast, once two stimuli share the same predictive
value for the reinforcer both can accrue the same
associative strength (Fig. 8), ruling out the possi-
bility that in all learning situations one predictor
comes to dominate all others. This seems even to
be true if one of the two stimuli bears a weaker
relation to the reinforcer (Fig. 9). This is either a
difference between invertebrates and vertebrates
or a particular property of the experimental de-
sign used here. More experiments are required to
find out whether invertebrates rely on more pre-
dictors than vertebrates. Furthermore, the facili-
tating effect of operant behavior on this CS-US
acquisition process has been shown here for the
first time (Fig. 4). As expected, the more natural
complex learning tasks are easier to solve than
the more artificial, single-association tasks (Figs.
3, 5; Table 2). At the same time a new form of
incidental learning was established for Droso-
phila (Fig. 11), showing that higher order learn-
ing forms developed in vertebrates can be suc-
cessfully applied in invertebrates. Obviously
Drosophila at the torque meter is a very good
case study showing that no simple, symmetric
notion of temporal proximity, but rather a more
sophisticated, asymmetric set of rules is guiding
the selection which of the predictors present in a
composite learning situation are to be stored in
memory for later use.
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5 Abstract
Most natural learning situations are of a
complex nature and consist of a tight conjunction
of the animal’s behavior (B) with the perceived
stimuli. According to the behavior of the animal
in response to these stimuli, they are classified as
being either biologically neutral (conditioned
stimuli, CS)  or important (unconditioned stim-
uli, US or reinforcer). A typical learning situa-
tion is thus identified by a three term contin-
gency of B, CS and US. A functional characteri-
zation of the single associations during condi-
tioning in such a three term contingency has so
far hardly been possible. Therefore, the opera-
tional distinction between classical conditioning
as a behavior-independent learning process (CS-
US associations) and operant conditioning as
essentially behavior-dependent learning (B-US
associations) has proven very valuable. However,
most learning experiments described so far have
not been successful in fully separating operant
from classical conditioning into single-
association tasks. The Drosophila flight simula-
tor in which the relevant behavior is a single
motor variable (yaw torque), allows for the first
time to completely separate the operant (B-US,
B-CS) and the classical (CS-US) components of
a complex learning situation and to examine their
interactions. In this thesis the contributions of the
single associations (CS-US, B-US and B-CS) to
memory formation are studied. Moreover, for the
first time a particularly prominent single asso-
ciation (CS-US) is characterized extensively in a
three term contingency. A yoked control shows
that classical (CS-US) pattern learning requires
more training than operant pattern learning. Ad-
ditionally, it can be demonstrated that an oper-
antly trained stimulus can be successfully trans-
ferred from the behavior used during training to a
new behavior in a subsequent test phase. This
result shows unambiguously that during operant
conditioning classical (CS-US) associations can
be formed. In an extension to this insight, it
emerges that such a classical association blocks
the formation of an operant association, which
would have been formed without the operant
control of the learned stimuli. Instead the operant
component seems to develop less markedly and
is probably merged into a complex three-way
association. This three-way association could
either be implemented as a sequential B-CS-US
or as a hierarchical (B-CS)-US association. The
comparison of a simple classical (CS-US) with a
composite operant (B, CS and US) learning
situation and of a simple operant (B-US) with
another composite operant (B, CS and US)
learning situation, suggests a hierarchy of pre-
dictors of reinforcement. Operant behavior oc-
curring during composite operant conditioning is
hardly conditioned at all. The associability of
classical stimuli that bear no relation to the be-
havior of the animal is of an intermediate value,
as is operant behavior alone. Stimuli that are
controlled by operant behavior accrue associative
strength most easily. If several stimuli are avail-
able as potential predictors, again the question
arises which CS-US associations are formed? A
number of different studies in vertebrates yielded
amazingly congruent results. These results in-
spired to examine and compare the properties of
the CS-US association in a complex learning
situation at the flight simulator with these verte-
brate results. It is shown for the first time that
Drosophila can learn compound stimuli and re-
call the individual components independently
and in similar proportions. The attempt to obtain
second-order conditioning with these stimuli,
yielded a relatively small effect. In comparison
with vertebrate data, blocking and sensory pre-
conditioning experiments produced conforming
as well as dissenting results. While no blocking
could be found, a sound sensory preconditioning
effect was obtained. Possible reasons for the
failure to find blocking are discussed and further
experiments are suggested. The sensory precon-
ditioning effect found in this study is revealed
using simultaneous stimulus presentation and
depends on the amount of preconditioning. It is
argued that this effect is a case of ‘incidental
learning’, where two stimuli are associated with-
out the need of reinforcement. Finally, the impli-
cations of the results obtained in this study for
the general understanding of memory formation
in complex learning situations are discussed.
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6 Zusammenfassung
Die meisten Lernsituationen sind von kom-
plexer Natur und bestehen aus einer engen Ver-
knüpfung des Verhaltens eines Tieres (B) mit
den wahrgenommenen Stimuli. Entsprechend der
Reaktion des Tieres auf diese Stimuli werden
diese als entweder biologisch neutral (konditio-
nierte Stimuli, CS) oder signifikant (unkonditio-
nierte Stimuli, US oder Verstärker) klassifiziert.
Eine typische Lernsituation ist also durch eine
Dreiwegebeziehung zwischen B, CS und US
gekennzeichnet. Eine funktionelle Charakterisie-
rung der Einzelassoziationen während des Ler-
nens in einer solchen Dreiwegebeziehung war
experimentell bisher kaum zugänglich. Operatio-
nell wird daher zwischen klassischer Konditio-
nierung als verhaltensunabhängigem Lernvor-
gang (CS-US Assoziationen) und operanter Kon-
ditionierung als essentiell verhaltensabhängigem
Lernen (B-US Assoziationen) unterschieden. In
den meisten bisher beschriebenen Lernexperi-
menten ist noch nicht einmal diese Trennung in
Einzelassoziationen vollständig durchzuführen
gewesen. Im Drosophila Flugsimulator, in dem
das relevante Verhalten eine einzelne Bewe-
gungsvariable (das Gierungsdrehmoment) ist,
können zum ersten Mal die operanten (B-US, B-
CS) und die klassischen (CS-US) Bestandteile
einer komplexen Lernsituation völlig getrennt
und auf ihre Interaktionen hin untersucht werden.
In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurden sowohl die
Beiträge der Einzelassoziationen (CS-US, B-US
und B-CS) bei der Akquisition der Gedächtnis-
matrize in komplexen Lernsituationen unter-
sucht, als auch die Eigenschaften einer besonders
prominenten Einzelassoziation (CS-US) während
einer komplexen Lernsituation zum ersten Mal
weitgehend charakterisiert. Mit einer gejochten
(yoked) Kontrolle kann gezeigt werden, dass das
klassische (CS-US) Musterlernen umfangreiche-
res Training als das operante Musterlernen erfor-
dert. Außerdem kann die Fliege einen operant
gelernter Stimulus von dem Verhalten mit dem er
gelernt wurde, auf ein anderes Verhalten im Test
übertragen. Dieses Resultat zeigt eindeutig, dass
während der operanten Konditionierung klassi-
sche (CS-US) Assoziationen gebildet werden
können. In einer Erweiterung dieses Ergebnisses
zeigt sich, dass solch eine klassische Assoziation,
wenn sie gebildet wird, die Bildung einer oper-
anten Assoziation blockiert, die ohne operante
Kontrolle der klassisch assoziierten Stimuli ge-
bildet würde. Stattdessen scheint sich der oper-
ante Bestandteil weniger ausgeprägt zu entwi-
ckeln und ist eventuell in einer komplexen Drei-
wege-Assoziation eingebunden. Die Dreiwege-
Assoziation könnte entweder als sequentielle B-
CS-US oder als hierarchische (B-CS)-US Asso-
ziation implementiert sein. Der Vergleich einer
einfachen klassischen (CS-US) mit einer kom-
plexen operanten (B, CS und US) Lernsituation
und einer einfachen operanten (B-US) mit einer
anderen komplexen operanten (B, CS und US)
Lernsituation, ermöglicht das Postulat einer Hie-
rarchie der Prädiktoren für Verstärker. Operantes
Verhalten während einer komplexen operanten
Lernsituation wird wenig oder überhaupt nicht
konditioniert. Die Assoziierbarkeit der klassi-
schen Stimuli ohne Relation zum Verhalten des
Tieres (CS-US) sind – wie operantes Verhalten
alleine (B-US) auch - von mittlerer Assoziierbar-
keit. Stimuli die von operantem Verhalten kon-
trolliert werden, erhöhen am schnellsten ihre
assoziative Stärke. Sind mehrere Stimuli wäh-
rend des Lernvorgangs zugänglich, stellt sich
erneut die Frage, welche von den CS-US Assozi-
ationen gebildet werden. Eine Vielzahl verschie-
denster Studien in Vertebraten wiesen erstaun-
lich übereinstimmende Ergebnisse auf. Diese
Ergebnisse inspirierten dazu, die Eigenschaften
der CS-US Assoziationen in der komplexen
Lernsituation am Flugsimulator zu untersuchen
und mit Ergebnissen in Vertebraten zu verglei-
chen. Es wird erstmals gezeigt, dass Drosophila
zusammengesetzte Stimuli lernen und die Ein-
zelkomponenten unabhängig voneinander und in
etwa ähnlichen Proportionen wiedererkennen
kann. Der Versuch „Lernen zweiter Ordnung“
mit diesen Stimuli zu erzielen, liefert einen rela-
tiv kleinen Effekt. Die Gegenüberstellung mit
Daten aus Vertebraten liefert sowohl Abwei-
chungen als auch Übereinstimmungen hinsicht-
lich der Lernregeln, die beim klassischen Kondi-
tionieren von Vertebraten gefunden wurden.
Während es ein deutliches „sensorisches Präkon-
ditionieren“ gibt, konnte kein „Blocken“ gefun-
den werden. Das sensorische Präkonditionieren
in dieser Studie zeigt sich bei gleichzeitiger Sti-
muluspräsentation und ist vom Mass der Präkon-
ditionierung abhängig. Es wird argumentiert,
dass dieser Effekt ein Fall „beiläufigen Lernens“
ist, bei dem zwei Stimuli ohne die Notwendigkeit
der Verstärkung assoziiert werden. Für das nicht
gefundene Blocken werden mögliche Gründe
diskutiert und weiterführende Experimente vor-
geschlagen. Abschließend wird über die Impli-
kationen der Resultate dieser Arbeit für das all-
gemeine Verständnis der Gedächtnisbildung in
komplexen Lernsituationen nachgedacht.
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